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Mitre Re-enter the Apparel Market
After a 7 year absence, Mitre Sports are re-entering the Football Apparel market, and
have recently announced 4 year partnerships with Ipswich Town FC and Huddersfield
Town FC, that will see the British sports brand supply home and away kits, training and
bench wear to both clubs until May 2011.
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These deals follow a large investment
from Mitre in a new apparel team
headed up by Paul Tudor, previously
Apparel Manager for the Mackenzie
brand, a JD Sports company. His
wealth of knowledge in this arena has
ensured Mitre has developed a great
looking, high performance range of
apparel. 

The material used hosts
‘COOLfit’ technology, ensuring the
garment is lightweight and gives
freedom of movement. It also boasts
mesh panels positioned to allow heat
to dissipate and cooler air to circulate
whilst the body moisture is transferred
from the skin through the mesh.

Mitre, established in 1817, enjoys
a rich footballing history and is
recognised as the first supplier and
manufacturer of professional footballs
and has been the official ball supplier
to the Football League for over a
quarter of a century.

Mitre’s Managing Director, Gary
Hibbert says ‘We are delighted to be
re-entering the pro kit market with
Ipswich and Huddersfield as partners.
Mitre was founded in the town of
Huddersfield and only moved away
from the area in the late 90’s. Ipswich
is club of great stature and rich
heritage and like us they were founded
more than 100 years ago. 

Also new in the Mitre range is
generic Apparel, enabling smaller
clubs to buy off the shelf training and
bench wear, boasting professional
design and performance.

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

ADIDAS AND UNDER ARMOUR TAKE SI
AWARDS
adidas and Under Armour were celebrating recently, with the two
brands taking three awards between them at the Sport Industry
Awards.

Described as the 'Oscars of the sports world', adidas won Sport
Brand of the Year and Best Use of PR in a Sport Campaign, while Under
Armour, the performance apparel brand, won the Best Marketing of a
Sport Product award for its Coldgear campaign.

Other winners included:
■ Barclays - Spaces for Sports: The Sport England Community
Programme Award
■ Coca-Cola - Wayne Rooney Viral: Best Use of Digital Media in Sport
■ Nike - 'Run London 2006, North v South': Best Integrated Marketing
Campaign
■ Sony Ericsson - Get Closer to the Tour: The Eurostar European Sport
Sponsorship Award 
■ Carlsberg - 'Old Lions': Best TV Sport Commercial
■ UEFA - The Ultimate Stage: Best Promotion of a Sport by a Governing
Body
■ Samsung Electronics - Chelsea FC: Best Sponsorship of a Sport Team
or Individual 
■ The Daily Telegraph: Best Newspaper Sport Coverage
■ Guinness - Guinness Premiership: Best Sponsorship of a Sport Event
or Programme
■ Karen Earl Sponsorship: Sport Agency of the Year
■ Arsenal FC - Emirates Stadium: The FT Sport Business Achievement of
the Year 
■ Vic Wakeling, managing director, Sky Sports: Lifetime Achievement
Award 
■ David Beckham: The Virgin Atlantic Outstanding Contribution to
British Sport
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SENI 07
MAY 19-20
ExCeL, London

GRASS ROOTS FOOTBALL 
SHOW 2007
JUNE 9-10
Ricoh Arena, Coventry

OUTDOORPREVIEW
JULY 3-5
Harrogate International Centre

ISPO SPORT & STYLE
JULY 8-10
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

THE TENT SHOW @ STONELEIGH
SEPTEMBER 2-7
Stoneleigh Park

RETAIL SOLUTIONS 2007
JUNE 5-7
NEC, Birmingham

ISPO RUSSIA SUMMER
SEPTEMBER 5-8
Crocus Center, Moscow

SPORTS SOURCE ASIA
OCTOBER 27-30
Hong Kong SAR
www.sportssource-asia.com

THE OUTDOOR TRADE SHOW 2007
OCTOBER 3-5
Stoneleigh Park

GOLF EUROPE
OCTOBER 7-9
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

STAG BUYING SHOW
IN ASSOCIATION WITH SPORTS INSIGHT

NOVEMBER 18-19
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club, Oxfordshire
For further information call STAG on 01793 715406

Diary Dates PODPLUS WINS
KENT
ENTREPRENEUR
AWARD
Kate and Tom Austen, the
brother and sister team
behind Podplus Trackside
Shop & Clinic, took the
Young Entrepreneur of the
Year prize at the recent

Young Entrepreneurs Dinner at Canterbury Cathedral.
The award was sponsored by the Institute of Directors Kent division. Kate

and Tom were chosen from Prince's Trust businesses that exhibited at the Kent
County Show in 2006.

Podplus opened its doors at the Julie Rose Athletics Stadium in Ashford
just over 18 months ago and is rapidly gaining a reputation for selling products
designed for activity and running, alongside a hi-tec shoe fitting service that
links a treadmill, laptop and camera in-store.

The business also has health professionals offering chiropody, podiatry and
sports massage. Tom practices podiatry at the clinic, advising on all lower limb
mechanics, growth problems and foot injuries and ailments, while Kate
manages their growing team of five staff and the everyday running of the
business.

Speaking at the awards dinner, Kate said: "As a young person, it can be
hard to make an impact, and opening a shop and clinic is a big risk. It took a
year of research, a well thought out plan, support from the Prince's Trust and
continued enthusiasm and optimism to get here. We are so pleased."

"I missed out on signing a Chinese striker in January. You know the guy, Win One Soon." 
Wigan manager Paul Jewell

ISPO WINTER 08
JANUARY 27-30
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.sportssource-asia.com
http://www.gumshieldsdirect.co.uk
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FA JOINS FORCES
WITH TESCO 
The Football Association has
announced that Tesco is to
become 'Official England
Supermarket' in a move that
will see the retail giant work
with The FA on a range of
initiatives to satisfy demand
for official England products
around major tournaments.

And to support the
development of women's and girls' football in England, Tesco has also been
announced as ‘The FA's Official Women's and girls' Football Partner’ until 2010.
Tesco will be the title sponsor of The FA Women's Premier League and The FA
Women's Premier League Cup. 

Tesco's support will enable The FA to develop its already wide range of
initiatives and materials to encourage girls to take up the game and take part in
an enjoyable fitness activity at the same time.

"This is great news for the women's and girls' game in this country," says
Hope Powell, Head Coach of the England women's team. "The number of girls
playing the game is increasing every season and we will announce some major
plans later in the year to take the women's game to the next level."

Says Ian Crook, Tesco Marketing Director: "We're delighted to be working
with The FA to help encourage more women and girls to have a more active role
in football. We already run a highly successful scheme to give free sports
equipment to schools and this agreement takes our commitment to sport and
healthy living further forward."

Tesco is the Official Food Retailer for this year's Flora London Marathon,
while 32,000 schools and clubs took part in its Sport for Schools and Clubs
campaign last year.

Archery's World Cup series began in Korea at the start of April
and the qualifying legs will finish in the UK.
A strong squad of 14 represented Team GB at the first

qualifying event of the 2007 Archery World Cup Series, which
took place in Ulsan, Korea.

Ulsan is the first of four qualifying legs, with Varese in
Italy and Antalya in Turkey also hosting events before the series
reaches its climax at The Duke of York's Royal Military School in
Dover, the host venue, between July 31 and August 5. The
Grand Final this year will be in Dubai, at a date still to be
confirmed.

“Bringing one of the stages of the World Cup to Britain
should raise the profile of the sport across the country,” says
Sue Matthews, Manager of Petron, the UK archery
manufacturer. “People often say to me that archery is
something they have always wanted to try. Perhaps this event
will encourage them to give it a go.”

Cost-effective archery equipment is now available to
everyone from Petron through sports retailers. New for 2007
are lightweight fibreglass bow kits with a suggested retail price
starting at just £11.50.

Archery is an ideal activity for families at their summer
garden parties, youth groups at their outdoor activities and
companies at their corporate events. For the family back
garden there are lightweight bows with rounded tip arrows
and a foam target to shoot at. For bigger events there are
better quality bows and more robust targets. All this
equipment can be bought in kit form or as individual items.
For more details of the equipment available visit
www.petron.info

ARCHERY WORLD CUP TRANS-GLOBAL SPORTS 
RECEIVES EXPORT AWARD
Trans-Global Sports of Oxford has been named New Exporter of the Year
for Milton Keynes, Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Berkshire at the UK
Trade & Investment awards.

Trans-Global is a provider of protective supports and high
performance Sunwise Sports & Fashion Sunglasses.

Maria Aries, Business Development Executive at Trans-Global,
accepted the award from Danny Lopez, Director of Marketing at UKTI,
and Richard West, formerly of McLaren and Williams Formula 1 teams, at
the UKTI International Awards dinner at Mercedes Benz World at
Brooklands on March 22. 

Speaking after receiving the award, Aries said: “We are delighted that
our efforts have been rewarded. This shows what can be achieved by
hard work, well designed products and a willingness to make good use of
the services available from UKTI.” 

Danny Lopez said:
“Trans-Global deserve
our praise. It has
shown that, although
moving into a new
overseas market can
seem a daunting step,
the rewards can be
significant. And it is
further evidence that
Oxford is a hotbed of
good design and
entrepreneurialism.” 

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
http://www.petron.info
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"Someone who has watched a lot of international football told me it was as good a display of football as
they had seen over the entire weekend."

Steve McClaren after England’s 0-0 draw with Israel

…Maru has unveiled a new programme,
Swimtesters to assist with its product
development. The company is looking for
enthusiastic swimmers to ‘road test’ its
complete range of products and provide

feedback via an online forum…as part of Macesport’s expansion, the
company has moved into new purpose-built offices in the centre of
Nottingham. Telephone and email remain unchanged…according to Ipsos
MORI's Sportscan, the UK sport sponsorship market has topped £450m for
the first time. The estimated market size for 2006 was £451m, an increase
of 5.37 per cent on 2005…in the first initiative of its kind in the sport, the
Honda Racing F1 Team is dropping all sponsors' logos from its cars for the
coming season, replacing them with a single image of the earth as part of
a campaign to raise awareness of environmental issues…Warwickshire
Couunty Cricket Club has unveiled plans for a £20m redevelopment aimed
at securing the future of international cricket at Edgbaston. Capacity
would increase to more than 25,000 and a new pavilion and residential
development would be built if planning permission were granted…
Birmingham is close to signing a deal with the US athletics team for them
to use the city as a training base in the build-up to the London 2012
Olympics…10 years after it was designated as the first National City for
Sport, Sheffielld has stepped up its efforts to attract more major sports
events and visitors by appointing London-based Sports Impact to lead the
promotion of its sporting credentials at home and abroad…The three-day
European Athletics Indoor Championships in Birmingham has received
record revenues from sponsorship. Incumbent agency Fast Track brokered
a number of national sponsorship deals for the championships, raising a
record £420,000…Ipswich Town FC, in association with main sponsor
E.ON, is halfway to the goal of becoming the UK's first carbon neutral
football club. 1,610 tons of carbon dioxide has been saved by 1,600 Town
fans making a total of over 8,000 energy efficiency pledges for their
homes as part of the 'Save YYour Energy' campaign. This amount of carbon
saving is the equivalent to the annual mileage of 500 cars…Aqua Sphere
is launching a dedicated advice and training website (www.get-fit-
swim.com) aimed at helping swimmers and triathletes of all levels to
improve their stroke, stamina and performance by delivering
professionally prepared swimming workouts…Sport England Yorkshire
has achieved the UK's highest-ever Quest assessment rating for the sports
development work it carries out. The organisation, which is dedicated to
improving opportunities to take part in sport and physical activity for
people of all ages and abilities across Yorkshire and Humberside, received
a 95 per cent rating from Quest, the UK quality scheme for sport and
leisure…Anatom Academy, the training courses for footwear retailers, will
be running a series of training sessions across the country throughout
April and repeated again in the autumn… ispo china winter 07 was
confirmed as the leading trade show for the Asia-Pacific winter sports
business. 300 brands from 20 countries exhibited their products and brand
philosophies at the National Agricultural Exhibition Center in Beijing.
12,000 visitors from all over Asia visited the event, which took place on
March 14-17…

Sports
Shorts

Which? issues legal proceedings against JJB
Consumer organisation Which? has
issued proceedings against JJB Sports
to sue the high street retailer for
damages on behalf of consumers.

Which? is taking the company to
court to claim back money for people
who were unlawfully overcharged for
football shirts in 2000 and 2001 by a
cartel made up of JJB and six other
companies that included Allsports Ltd,
Blacks Leisure Group plc, Sports
Soccer Ltd, JD Sports, Umbro Holdings
Ltd and Manchester United plc.

The shirts in question are England
shirts bought between May 2000 and
June 2000, Manchester Utd home
shirts bought between August 1 and
October 1, 2000 (including any pre-
orders that consumers may have
made in July 2000) and Manchester
Utd Centenary home shirts bought at
the start of the 2001/02 season
(including any pre-orders that
consumers may have made in July
2000).

Using its new legal powers under
the Enterprise Act 2002, Which? is the
only organisation in the UK so far
given powers to launch a consumer
representative action of this kind.

Lawyers acting for Which? have
issued proceedings in the
Competition Appeal Tribunal against
JJB Sports.

JJB is the only company facing
legal action because all the other
retailers accepted the OFT's findings
before Which? was granted the
powers.

Says Malcolm Coles, Online
Editor at Which?: "JJB Sports and
their fellow cartel members tried to
ensure the market was all sewn up,
so it would have been difficult to
find these shirts for sale at a fair
price.

"Although JJB has already paid a
fine, the money went to the
government. We're suing now to try
to get the money back for the
people who paid more than they
should have - and whose money
only went to line this greedy cartel's
pockets.

"This case is as much about
justice and fairness as anything else.
We want to teach companies that rip
off their customers a lesson - Which?
has new legal powers and we will
come after you."

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.get-fit-swim.com
http://www.get-fit-swim.com
http://www.get-fit-swim.com
http://www.jpricebath.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

…Puma and World Cup holders Italy (pictured) have extended their successful partnership beyond the 2014 World Cup.
The deal means that Puma will be the technical sponsor of all on-field, sideline, training and representation apparel and
equipment to the associated men's and women's national teams, including the Futsal and Beach Soccer Teams, past the
tournament due to take place in South America in seven years time…Sells Goalkeeper Products has signed Ben Foster

of Manchester United and England to a long-term glove contract. "We are delighted to continue our association with Ben and are pleased our
product has again been chosen by one of the UK's top goalkeepers," says David Baxter, Sells Product and Marketing Director…The Football
League has announced a new three-year sponsorship deal with Coca-Cola…squash star Vanessa Atkinson has signed a potential three-year
sponsorship deal with Karakal UK to endorse the brand’s range of squash racquets and sports clothing. The 31-year-old Dutch player joins Karakal
having established herself as one of the sport’s top performers. Currently ranked in the world top 10, Atkinson was knocked off the top spot due to
injury… online bookmaker Blue Square will be the headline sponsor of the UK Open Darts Championship, known as the 'FA Cup of Darts', for
the next three years…The Barclays Churchill Cup has announced that Gilbert has been appointed as the Official Ball of the Tournament for the
next two years, beginning with this summer's competition, which is being staged in England for the first time…Babolat has signed Robby Ginepri
(ranked fourth in the USA) to wear the Babolat Team All Court shoe. In addition, Andy Roddick will play with the new Babolat Propulse tennis
shoe…The Subaru World Rally Team has signed a new three-year partnership deal with Hi-Tec…SnowsportGB - the governing body for British
skiing and snowboarding - has announced a new partnership with Lucozade Sport …Lonsdale has signed up as the official boxing equipment and
apparel provider to the UK team in the new ITV boxing series The Contender…Zoggs has extended its sponsorship of the Human Race triathlons
for a three-year duration from 2007-2009…Ronhill has struck a three-year sponsorship deal with Oxford University cross country and athletics
teams to provide all training and racing kits to the university’s first team squads…Puma has signed Olly Barkley to boost the brand’s sports
marketing portfolio ahead of this year’s World Cup. The contract will see Barkley play in Puma boots as well as wearing Puma sportslifestyle ranges
off the pitch…Slovakian tennis player Daniela Hantuchova has switched to the Prince O3 White racquet…

Sponsorship
News

M AND M DIRECT NOT FOR SALE
M and M Direct has denied reports in a Sunday newspaper that said it had been put up
for sale by ECI Partners, its private equity owner.

Describing the article that appeared in The Mail on Sunday on March 11 as
inaccurate, highly speculative and misleading, a spokesperson for the company told
Sports Insight:

"Whilst M and M Direct's private equity partner ECI has appointed accountants
Deloitte to undertake a strategic review of the future potential growth of the company,

this review is still being undertaken and until its findings are revealed any rumours of a trade sale are premature
to say the least, as a trade sale is just one possible outcome of the review - others being a stock exchange listing
and the business staying as it is."

Founded in 1987 and purchased by ECI Partners in 2004, M and M Direct has shown strong growth over the
past 12 months. Its 2006 turnover was £52.3 million - up 20 per cent on 2005. The company's financial year
2007 has recently closed and its unaudited revenues have increased by 19 per cent on 2006.

adidas enters
boxing arena
The adidas boxing range will be
available in the UK from July,
distributed to the independents
by Cimac on 0121 327 8880 and
RFE International (multiples
only) on 01908 512 244, not
AVA Sports as published in the
March issue on page 23.
Apologies for any confusion
caused.

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk


Gilmour Sports , Scotland................0141 889 7206
Advance Performance, Peterborough....01733 891111
Northern Runner, Newcastle ............08456 120145
Barrington Sports, Cheshire ............01565 650 269
Sports FX, Yorkshire ........................01274 879569
The Runners Centre, Norwich ..........01603 665 398
Birmingham Runner, Birmingham ....0121 745 6007
Knowles Sports, Worcester ................01905 22683
Essential Sports, Warwicks ..............01295 275808
Jon Henry Sports, Northampton........01604 622700
Cardiff Sportsgear, Cardiff................02920 621207
Ace Feet In Motion, Cardiff ..............02920 370670
Whirlwind Sports, Cornwall ..............01736 363855

Runners Guide, Torquay ....................01803 690444
Ironbridge Runner, Devon..................01392 436383
Sportsgear, Dorset............................01305 772608
UGO Sports, Herts ............................01442 877074
The Real Sports Shops, Herts..........01923 237 819
Apex Sports, Bucks ..........................01753 647339
Simply Sports, Reigate ....................01883 713 835
Sigma Sports, Kingston ..................0208 943 4443
Runathon, Surrey ............................0208 686 7722
Runner's Need, London ....................0207 247 3500
Alton Sports, Hants ............................01420 84101
Apex Sports, London ........................0207 266 1759
Jog Shop, Brighton............................01273 675717

LINEBREAK IS AVAILABLE FROM THE FOLLOWING RETAILERS:

LineBreak is a range of training and recovery base-layer
clothing for both the elite and weekend runner.

• Reduces Energy Expenditure - compression garments worn during
sub-maximal long distance running are proven to reduce energy expenditure. 
Bringard A et al 2006

• Increase Blood flow - to help remove lactic acid and waste products
during exercise to allow you to work for longer.

• Muscle Support - comfort and support for muscles along with improved
pro-prioception.

• Reduced Muscle Vibration - reduces micro tearing in the muscles
which normally causes post exercise soreness.

• After Training - worn after training LineBreak helps the muscle recover
quicker leaving you fresher to carry on your every day life without pain
and stiffness.

• In Bed - why not wear them to bed? LineBreak helps the muscles
recover even when your asleep.

www.bournesports.comwww.sweatshop.co.uk

http://www.sweatshop.co.uk
http://www.bournesports.com
http://www.linebreak.co.uk


PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Rucanor fitness
Rucanor has been supplying the sports trade with a selection of
fantastic value fitness products for a number of years and has added
benches, weights discs and bars to the range in the company’s
recently released ‘Never out of Stock Collection 2007/2008’ catalogue.

You’ll now find five models of skipping rope, six exercise gloves,
vinyl-coated iron dumbbells from 0.5kg to 5kg, four strengths of
aerobic bands, cast-iron weights discs from 0.5kg to 20kg and five
sizes of gym balls.

Put these together with over 20 other products, including aerobic
steps, yoga sets, ankle/wrist weights, exercise mats, hand grips, push-
up bars and chrome dumbbell sets, plus a range of benches, and
you’ve got a full package of equipment products that are all
attractively presented in colour coordinated packaging and available
from stock.
For further information on these or any other products from
the Rucanor range call the Sales Hotline Number:
0845 2300147.

Essential stock for your shop

Kit Stop

But don’t just take Karakal’s word for it. The grips’ redesigned
packaging means customers can touch and feel the new surface before
they buy. 

The new and improved Karakal grips are suitable for all racquets and
will be relaunched in May 2007.
For more information and to place your advanced orders contact Karakal on
0117 982 9057, email sales@karakal.com or visit www.karakal.com

A gripping new line from Karakal
Karakal’s top-selling racquet grips are much improved and set to take the
market by storm.

Combining surface updates with more customer-friendly packaging,
Karakal’s new range of replacement grips uses the latest nano technology
to offer comfort and grip you can really feel.

The grips have a unique surface thickness, which stops vibration, and a
super tacky comfort feel, helping to increase gripping power.

12 SPORTS INSIGHT
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A Hoy there! Chris cycling high 
with Nomis

Nomis UK is rapidly expanding due to an increase in sales and
distribution throughout the UK. The company is also pleased to

announce that Olympic Gold Medallist and Commonwealth Games
Champion Chris Hoy MBE has recently joined its stable of growing sports

ambassadors and will wear the Nomis cycling glove for the next two years.

The glove has been in the development stage for some months, with Chris’ needs for
a top-quality breathable leather paramount to the design.

After a record medal tally that includes Olympic gold, silver, plus Commonwealth
Games champion and a whole host of World Cup golds, Chris still has one title eluding
him - that of the world’s fastest man - and this is his goal for 2007.

Nomis will provide Chris with the biggest possible advantage with its control
technology, synonymous with its rugby gloves, now applied to Chris’ cycling gloves to
enable him to have the best grip and sweat absorption available.
Nomis: steve@nomissports.co.uk

Timex Ironman Triathlon 
Timex Ironman Triathlon has launched a range of models that have
rugged looks and features aimed squarely at the athlete and golf
enthusiast.

The sports watches have 30-lap memory recall, enabled by one top
pusher, for extremely easy lap and split recording and FLIX technology to
facilitate hands-free use of the INDIGLO nightlight.

As your feet meet the asphalt on a pre-
dawn run, a quick flick of the wrist
activates the nightlight on the
Ironman Triathlon 100 Lap FLIX
watch. Just like that, your watch
display is brightly illuminated
for a clear view of your time.

Shock resistant to ISO
standards, this watch
offers outstanding
innovative features, in
addition to the 30-lap
memory recall and FLIX
system. Must-have
features include the golf
score keeper, three
alarms, three time zones
and built-in setting
reminders.
Further details are available
from Timex Sports distributor
ASSIST Creative Resources Ltd.
Tel: 01978 664743.

EXEL Nordic Walking poles and accessories
Nordic Walking UK distributes original Finnish Nordic walking poles and
accessories by EXEL.

Nordic Walking UK is the leading authority on Nordic walking in
this country and is responsible for the development of the sport
nationally. Nordic Walking UK has trained over 260 instructors
and all Nordic Walking UK instructors use EXEL Nordic walking
equipment.

Nordic Walking UK supports the retailer through building
direct links between local instructor and outlet. Nordic Walking UK,
with its partner ASICS, promotes www.nordicwalking.co.uk as the
country’s leading website for information on instructors and classes
and EXEL and ASICS Nordic walking stockists.
Nordic Walking UK: 020 8878 8108.

www.sportindustry.biz
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Adventure Medical Kits
The Ultralight and Watertight range of kits are suited to multi-sport
adventurers and specifically those engaging in watersports.

The Ultralight and Watertight 5 weighs in at just 4ozs, is petitely
packaged to save on space and its contents are waterproofed by an
Aloksak waterproof bag, meaning essential equipment stays dry.

Packaging is user-friendly, offering recommendations for use and
clearly listing the kit’s contents. Contents include items for wound
management, special instruments such as splinter picker precision
forceps, duct tape and moleskin for blisters.

A lot of thought has gone into the content of Adventure Medical
Kits, designed by medical professionals with the support of outdoor
experts, to make them ideal for outdoor sports people. 

The Ultralight and Watertight kits have RRPs from £9.99 to £29.99.  
Call Burton McCall, UK distributors, on 0116 234 4611/4622 for 
more information.

http://www.sportindustry.biz
mailto:steve@nomissports.co.uk
http://www.nordicwalking.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk


PRODUCT ROUND-UP

tech air cricket bags
tech air, official supplier of sports kit bags and specialist computer cases to the ECB, has launched
two new cricket bags styled on the official kit of the England team.

Cricket fans are now able to get hold of a blue duffel bag and a large-wheeled trolley kit bag,
which all carry official England Cricket branding.

All the replica kit bags include a six-month i-TRAK subscription, a luggage tracking tag with
instant SMS notification when found. The tech air large-wheeled trolley kit case and blue duffel bag
are priced £49.99 and £19.99 respectively.
For further information visit www.techair.co.uk 

Essential stock for your shop

Kit Stop

Saucony apparel range
Saucony’s record-breaking spring 2007 apparel range is already selling
strongly throughout the UK. 

A key piece is the Motion Sensor Bra. Available in cup and band sizes
from 32A to 40DD, the Motion Sensor is Saucony’s first bra to combine
supportive, moulded cups with 100 per cent moisture management
fabrics. Even the moulded sections employ wicking material to provide
support and comfort. 

The Motion Sensor can be worn as a crop top on its own or as a base
layer under another technical apparel layer. For spring 2007 the Motion
Sensor Bra is available in black, white and OPlus (blood red).
For more information visit www.saucony.co.uk/bra or call 023 9282 3664.
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Have you got the bottle…
Spearmark’s EZ-Freeze drink bottles are proving to be a huge hit with stockists
and consumers alike.

The durable poly-carbonate bottles come complete with an integral non-
toxic gel-filled freezer stick that, when frozen, keeps drinks refreshingly chilled
for up to four hours. Available in a variety of eye-catching designs, there’s a style
to suit every sporting thirst.

EZ-Freeze bottles offer retailers a high level of added value and point of
difference compared with those currently available within this crowded market
place. This, together with the strong shelf appeal they project, makes them
without doubt the coolest bottles to stock.
Spearmark Housewares: 01480 222348. www.spearmark.co.uk 
Prices on application.

GNG Sport
A solid branding
strategy communicates
a strong, consistent
message about the
value of your company.
A strong brand helps you
sell value and the
intangibles that surround
your products.

With the Rugby
World Cup round the
corner, there has never
been a better time to
harness the power of
having your most valuable
asset across the best
quality rugby equipment.

As the UK’s leading
manufacturer of branded
rugby training equipment,
GNG Sport is the name
behind the names.
For further information
contact Neal Spencer on
01924 418935 or email
sports@gng-group.co.uk

http://www.sportindustry.biz
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.spearmark.co.uk
mailto:sports@gng-group.co.uk
mailto:sports@gng-group.co.uk
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Talking Shop
Richard Harding and John Baldock are joint directors of Intersport
in Lewes, East Sussex, which has been trading since 1973

RETAIL INTERVIEW

How long have you been working in
sports retail and how would you
describe your store?
We have both worked in sports retail for
many years, John for over 20 years now,
and this business was purchased when
the previous owner retired in 2005. We
have four full-time employees and five
part-time. 

Lewes is a small picturesque county
town situated near Brighton. We are well
situated in Cliffe High Street, next to
Harveys Brewery, and many of our
customers kill two birds with one stone
when visiting us! 

What do you stock and what design
factors have been incorporated into
your store?
We sell sports equipment and clothing to
likeminded sports enthusiasts. The shop
has suffered both fire and flood in the last
10 years, which although devastating at
the time has led to complete new shop fits.

The redesign was all about
functionality - displaying product well is
essential. The shop layout is constantly
changing to achieve this. 

What is the strongest sector of the
market for you at the moment and
over the last year? 
Cricket has been a big part of the
business for many years. We have seen
increasing sales, especially to
youngsters, who were inspired by the
Ashes victory. 

Tennis we sell well all year round,
both to recreational players and the more
serious player. We stock all the major
brands, take our racquets to many of our
local clubs to do demo days and have

good working relationships with
several coaches, who will recommend
their players to us. 

How has trade been generally in the
last 12 months? 
On the whole we're happy. Trade has
been increasing in some departments,
but has been tougher in others. We'll
stick to our roots of trying to offer a
specialist service; our staff are
continually being given product
training. Having staff that can offer
good advice is what we feel separates
us from many of the multiples and
keeps our customers coming back.

Current best sellers? 
Hard to say really. Equipment sales are
good generally in all areas across most
brands. It's not a sporting item, but
sales of Heelys have been strong -
having the must-have 'toy' at Christmas

was a bonus. Other more toy-like
products we've tried have worked well.
They're add-on sales that all help at the
end of the day.

What's your area like for sports
retail? Are there many competitors?
How do you compete? 
We have competition from so many
different places. The sports multiples
Sportsworld and JJB are not far away,
as are non-sporting multiples such as
Tesco and Argos, who both sell sports
equipment. Internet companies are
obviously competition for all of us. 

We compete by offering a service
which none of those mentioned can
offer. We try and stock items that can't
be purchased from multiples and
constantly review what brands we stock.
There are always alternatives to brands
that sell themselves to the multiples.

Do you think independents could
improve? 
All independent sports shops would
benefit from better service from
suppliers. Their stock holding on the
whole is woeful. So often we have a
successful line that, once sold, we cannot
repeat. It’s frustrating, especially when
it's a bread and butter item. 

Any business needs to constantly
look at how it can improve, and being
independent allows us to adapt
constantly. We are always looking to offer
a good mix of product and good service,
which is, we feel, a recipe for success.

Are there any current or future
marketing strategies you can talk
about?
Our Reward Card is just like a Tesco
Clubcard in principle - rewarding our
customers’ loyalty with money-back
vouchers. Having the ability to put our
name on people’s doormats four or five
times a year is important to us. 

How do you find out about new
products? Are you a member of any
buying groups? 
We are members of Allied Partners. The
group contains some really top-notch
guys. We try and help each other
wherever possible. We meet once a
month to discuss a wide range of things,
including special group deals. The
ability to share experiences with group
members and forge relationships with
manufacturers is essential for us. 

What’s your take on the online side of
sports retail? 
We go online very soon, and it should be

interesting to see how it goes. We've got
an open mind towards it, but we know
it's a whole different ball game from
operating a high street store.

What do you like most and least about
the business?
We like it much better than doing a real
job! Many customers are more like
friends now. It’s very sociable; we all
love sport, so talking about it all day
never becomes an issue. The worst part
is having to do retailer’s hours. I'd be in
favour of having proper public holidays
where no one opened! si

“we all love sport, so talking about it all day
never becomes an issue”



PRECISION Training
is Britain’s fastest growing sports

training and apparel brand.

Now with the new 2007-08

catalogue, it’s bigger and better

than ever before.

Precision Training offers 

you the ultimate one-stop total

sports solution.

Graham Taylor 

(former England national
football team manager)

Official Brand Ambassador

For more information and to obtain a copy of our catalogue, please contact 

Reydon Sports on 01159 002342 or visit 

www.precisiontraining.uk.com

JUST ADD
BLOOD,SWEAT

AND TEARS
NEW 2007-8 CATALOGUE
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60 SECONDS INTERVIEW

You were involved in legal action last year against
companies producing imitation Heelys. Is this still an
ongoing problem for the company?
Shiner is in the process of launching a new wave of legal
action where we will be suing importers, distributors or
retailers selling any shoe with a wheel in the heel. This
includes any shoe that has a push-button mechanism. 

Recently, there has been some counterfeit Heelys sold on
ebay and we are expecting to see some arrive in some stores.
We are working with Trading Standards to seize any
counterfeits as soon as we find out their location.  

Shiner is concentrating on fighting all and every shoe that
infringes the patent and counterfeits, so they don't harm
Heelys’ reputation, as all of them are of inferior quality and
could lead to injury because of the poor quality of the wheels.

With the potential for making a great deal of money from
Heelys, a number of rival companies have sought to exploit
the brand and flood the market with cheap imitations. Heeling
Sports Limited, the Texas-based company that owns the
Heely brand, has a registered trade mark number in the name
Heelys and the design of the shoe is protected by a Registered
European Patent.  

HSL has warned off competitors through David Gist
Solicitors. Many sellers of imitation shoes have stopped
selling them as a result. 

Where necessary, HSL and Shiner have sued without
hesitation. A court action against five sellers of imitation
shoes resulted in injunctions being obtained against three of
the defendants, restraining them from any further dealings in
the imitations.  

The remaining two defendants agreed to give formal
undertakings to the court in similar terms to the injunctions
that had been sought against them. One of these defendants
surrendered its entire remaining stock of 1,700 pairs of shoes
to Shiner and the other agreed to put its remaining 400 pairs
of shoes into the joint custody of the parties' solicitors.  

Further actions have been brought against other sellers of
imitation shoes and injunctions have been obtained, resulting
in the first defendant ceasing trading. The second defendant is
based in Ireland and continues to trade via the internet. The
injunction obtained in the English High Court has been

registered in Ireland and enforced there.

What new products/marketing 
campaigns have you got planned for the
remainder of 07?
For April we have booked television
advertising on ITV, CITV and Nickelodeon.
We are planning to follow this up with
further TV advertising throughout the rest of
the year, including on Cartoon Network.

What are the origins of Heelys?
Heelys were invented by Roger Adams and he first
introduced Heelys in the US in December 2000. They 
first started to grow in California and spread throughout
the US, with sales last year in the US reaching 3.5 
million pairs.

How have sales been in the past 12 months?
Sales in the UK grew to 300,000 pairs last year. Sales for
this year will be more than double this figure.

What have been your best-sellers? 
The best-selling models are Rebel, Bliss and Atomic. The
rebel comes with two wheels for easier heeling and younger
kids. All other Heelys models come with one wheel.

Can you give us an idea of sizes available and price?
Rebel retails for £54.99 and Bliss and Atomic £64.99-
£69.99. Heelys come in UK sizes 12 junior to 11 adult. The
best-selling sizes are sizes 13-7. Generally, the age group
that buys the most Heelys are 5-13-year-olds. 

Interestingly, sales are about 60 per cent girls to 40 per
cent boys in the UK, yet in the US the spread is 60 per cent
boys to 40 per cent girls.

Heelys have had some negative media coverage recently
with stories of children injuring themselves while wearing
the shoes and schools and shopping centres banning
them. How have you responded to this?
Recently, the press has written many articles, including
some that have been negative. We have always advised that
the wearing of protective gear - knee, elbow, wrist guards,
helmets, etc - significantly reduces the chance of any injury. 

The general public has
seen through the media

hype, as 
Heelys are all
about kids
having fun.

Seconds
Charlie Allen, director of Shiner

si
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Marketing Director Kevin Farmer
talks us through this new range of
sportswear for personalisation.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
A new brand to the sportswear industry,
Gamegear has been created by the team
behind Kustom Kit - one of Europe’s
leading suppliers of corporate and
promotional clothing, with almost 40
years of experience in garment design
and manufacture. 

Rather than develop another
consumer brand, the objective with
Gamegear was to produce a range of
sportswear designed to appeal to teams
and clubs for personalising with their
own logo.

Key features and benefits
The Gamegear range represents
unbeatable value in the teamwear sector.
Manufactured only from the finest
fabrics and to exacting technical
specifications, Gamegear clothing
combines outstanding performance and
superior comfort in a great range of
sporting styles and colours.  

The garments are completely devoid
of any external branding, leaving more
room for club and sponsor’s logos. With
this in mind, Gamegear jackets and
tracksuits feature zipped access points
around the hemline for ease of logo
embroidery or printed logo application.

Why have the products sold
so well?
The brand has received a tremendous

are being sent to sports clubs and
organisations of various sports - from
football and rugby, to darts and judo.
Trade advertising, PR and mailshots are
also a key part of this exercise.

Our website (www.gamegear.co.uk)
gives the brand a strong online presence
and is currently receiving a very high
level of traffic. We are also planning
further e-marketing activities later in
the year.

What is the most effective
way a retailer can market
the range?
We offer a number of marketing support
tools that the retailer can use. Smart
Gamegear-branded merchandise units
displaying samples of the entire range
are available and make a real statement
in retailer’s shops or showrooms.  

A5 brochures are available free of
charge and represent an inexpensive
direct mail opportunity for targeting
local sports clubs.

There are a number of online
support tools available to the retailer
wishing to promote Gamegear. These
include a personalised version of the
Gamegear website with your own
unique URL, the personalised email
service. which can be used to create
professional sales emails from a series
of templates, and also a hyperlink to an
online Gamegear e-brochure. All of
these marketing services are provided
free of charge.

To request your copy of the 2007
Gamegear brochure and to find out
more about the range or marketing
support services, call the customer
service team on 01332 85 83 85 or visit
www.gamegear.co.uk
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PRODUCT FOCUS

What’s Hot
Gamegear product range

reaction from both the trade and sports
teams. Our market research suggests
that this is attributed to a number of
factors:  
■ The garments in the range are all
designed to be versatile in order to
appeal to the widest possible audience.
Our KK730 women’s sleeveless polo,
for instance, is suitable for a whole
range of sports as diverse as golf and
netball.
■ Coordinated options for kids and
adults in jackets and tracksuits mean
that these items have been very popular
with football and rugby clubs that have
teams from under-eights right up to
seniors.
■ Excellent stock availability from five
UK distributors.
■ Finally, the quality and overall value
that the Gamegear range provides has
also had a very positive influence on
sales to date.

Who is it aimed at?
Gamegear is aimed at sports clubs
requiring stylish,
quality team
clothing that can
be personalised
with their club logo. 

How is it
marketed?
A brand awareness
programme is
currently
being rolled
out
whereby
we are
targeting
both the
trade
and end
users.
Brochures
and e-shots

http://www.gamegear.co.uk
http://www.gamegear.co.uk
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FSPA focus
The latest news from the Federation of Sports & Play Associations

Profit from Golf Roadshows to take up
just half a day, but they will provide a
useful forum for operators and owners
to keep in touch with all the latest
developments in golf.

“Following the success of our first
two Business Of Golf Conferences, we
have decided to take the concept on the
road to make our key message - that
help is available to enable golf operators
to make more profit from golf - as
accessible as possible.

“We see this as an opportunity for
roadshow delegates to share their
problems and experiences, build
relationships, improve their knowledge
and ultimately find new ways to grow
their business.”

Three Profit from Golf Roadshows
will take place during 2007 - in the
Midlands, south and north - to
encourage attendance from owners and
operators in all parts of the country.

At each event GCA members will
be on hand to offer their experience and
expertise from a range of services -
including marketing, clubhouse design,
financing, golf development and
operations.

Ransomes Jacobsen, a supplier of
high quality turf equipment and
vehicles, is sponsoring the roadshows,
and other key golf companies
supporting the events will be announced
shortly. 

The first Profit from Golf
Roadshow costs £20 to attend, including
coffee on arrival and a two-course
lunch. Afternoon golf at Greetham
Valley is available as an optional extra.

The roadshows are limited to 50
delegates. Those interested in attending
should contact the GCA on 02476
414999 ext 207 or
gca@sportsandplay.com.

The GCA assists any golf developer
or operator seeking advice on any golf
related topic. It is a non-profit making
organisation and acts as a central point
of contact for a rigorously selected
group of golf industry specialists
sharing a common goal of delivering
appropriate solutions to client needs.

ABOVE: FSPA grants
provide an excellent
opportunity for
companies wanting to
explore the American
sports market
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with other members of the FSPA
Pavilion.”

If you would like more information
on these presentations or the SGMA
show, contact Ben Prince at the FSPA
(ben@sportsandplay.com/02476
414999).

Profit from Golf
The Golf Consultants Association is to
stage its first ‘Profit from Golf’
Roadshow in May - one of a number of
new networking events designed to
provide advice, help and assistance to
golf course operators and owners.

The roadshow at Greetham Valley
GC, Rutland, on May 15 will feature a
series of mini-seminars on the topical
issues affecting the business of golf, an
hour-long networking opportunity and
lunch.

Says GCA chairman Ian Bulleid:
“We have deliberately designed the

As part of FSPA’s work to promote
the American sports market and
SGMA, marketing company Room-13
provided more information on the
event and gave a presentation on the
market recently.

Susan Faulkner, who works for The
British American Business Council,
gave a presentation for British
companies looking to explore the
American market, as well as answering
questions from the floor. 

SGMA and the grants available
through the FSPA provide an excellent
opportunity for companies either
wanting to explore or enter the
American sports market. The show will
be well supported by visitors from the
north and south of the country and
represents a primary overseas
destination for British investment with
relatively few barriers to entry, high
GDP and high consumer spending.

Says Primo Play, which is looking
forward to exhibiting at the show:
“Primo Play Ltd will be taking a stand
in June this year allowing the launch of
the XLR8 range of speed, power and
stability equipment, thereby adding the
USA to the growing list of countries in
Europe, Africa and Australasia buying
and using this equipment. 

“All XLR8 equipment is supplied
together with instruction materials -
DVDs and work cards - which of course
are already produced in the English
language. We in Britain have one of the
world’s best-known brands in the Union
flag and we are delighted to be attending
the show under this banner, together

INTERNET TRADING SEMINAR

The FSPA organised an Internet Trading Seminar in March, which was attended by both
members and non-members. Hosted by Hewitsons, a leading UK law firm, the
afternoon seminar gave those attending an important and often overlooked insight
into legislation covering what information must be provided to customers, what rights
customers have and the actions companies should take to look after their interests.

One of the delegates had this to say: “This was a very useful review of the
legislative traps which can confront internet traders, especially in the area of the
consumer's right to cancel and the point at which a contract of sale is actually created.

“This prompted a lively discussion among the delegates as they considered the
implications for the way that they would need to run their businesses.”

Due to the success of the seminar, the FSPA will be looking to put on similar
events in the future.

si
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With fi tness boot camps fast growing in popularity 
in the UK, Billy Blanks’ BootCamp and Tae Bo 
fi tness systems are set to take the UK by storm!

         Billy Blanks, seven-time World Martial Arts 

                     Champion and creator of Tae Bo has 

                         developed two systems to be launched 

                             by trusted brand Gaiam that promise 

                                   to provide an energetic, fun and 

                                    ultimate total body workout.

NEW
to the

UK!
THE FITNESS 

TRAINING 
THAT’S 

SHAPING 
AMERICA

       Billy’s BootCamp
       Taken from Billy’s experience of real 

    basic training exercises with the US military, 

this energetic, fat-busting and muscle-

sculpting regime combines Tae Bo kickboxing 

with fat-burning cardio and muscle-toning 

callisthenics, all set to upbeat music.  

Includes:

• 3 x workout DVDs

• Billy Bands – BootCamp’s secret weapon!

• 7-day Success Plan – low-carb eating guide

Billy’s Tae Bo Contact Compete
As the creator of Tae Bo, Billy combines martial 

arts moves, boxing and dance to provide a 

motivational, fun and effective, all over workout.    

Includes:

• 2 x workout DVDs

• Upright speed bag – to help tone and 

 strengthen the body

Strong media advertising and PR campaigns are scheduled to launch 
this range from Billy Blanks.

http://www.gaiam.co.uk


The running footwear market had
seen continued growth in sales from
2002 through to 2005. However, in
2006 25 per cent was slashed off the
market value for running footwear
products, the market amounting to

just under £370 million, a trend
replicated in volume sales as well,
according to The NPD Group.

So what happened in 2006? Does
this provide a true reflection of the
running footwear category’s
development? No, it does not. The
running footwear market has two major
segments within it - performance
running product and running fashion
product - both of which have different
distribution channels.

Fashion in decline
It will please the performance running
brands and specialist retailers that it is
the running fashion part of the market
that is in decline. Running fashion, in
this case defined as running shoes used

for leisure, from The NPD Group’s
consumer panel service, registered a
24 per cent fall in 2006 compared to
2005 and continued to account for
around 50 per cent of value sales.  

What’s driving this decline? As in
all other European countries tracked
by The NPD Group, we are seeing a
general trend of consumers moving
away from the higher priced running
fashion product, such as Nike Shox,
and into other fashion-focused
products within other categories and at
a much lower price. 

Examples of successful products
include K-Swiss Lozan TT, Nike
Court Tradition and adidas’ adi racer.
As such, consumers are paying around
£40-£50 for their sports fashion

RUNNING FOOTWEAR MARKET
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Running fashion is in decline, while the performance
running footwear market continues to grow

Shoe business

AT A GLANCE

■ In 2006 25 per cent was slashed off the market value for
running footwear products

■ The running fashion sector registered a 24 per cent fall in
2006

■ Consumers are paying around £40-£50 for their sports
fashion products currently, compared to £90-£110 over the
past three years

■ In January and February 2007 the performance running
market registered over 20 per cent growth



products currently, compared to £90-
£110 over the past three years.  

This has therefore had an effect
on the running category and the
overall sports footwear market.
Brands who battled it out at the high-
priced running fashion end of the
market are now having to sell two
products to every one sold last year in
order to maintain their market
position, with increased competition
in these lower price points.

Performance running
growth
So to the performance running
footwear market. This market is in its
third year of continued growth,
although growth has slowed in 2006,

registering a five per cent increase in
value. Defined as running shoes used
for running, this segment of the total
running footwear market accounted for
20 per cent of value sales last year.

The NPD Groups’ other footwear
service, its point-of-sale monthly
tracker (POS), reports similar trends to
2006 in the first two months of 2007.
The POS service, where a group of
retailers provide sports footwear sales
data to NPD on a weekly/monthly basis
(see list of retailers below), provides
monthly sales information to model,
brand, category and price point level.

In January and February 2007 the
performance running market registered
over 20 per cent growth, compared to
the first two months of 2006, whilst the
non-performance running market
significantly declined in value sales
year on year. The POS performance
and non-performance running markets
are defined using manufacturer’s
product definitions.

Asics’ Gel series products, 1110
and 1120, it’s GT series 2120 and 2110
plus the Nike Air Pegasus were

amongst the top-selling models in the
first two months of 2007.

The NPD Group POS service
provides sports footwear sales trends
on a monthly basis down to individual
model level. 

Current participating retailers are
JJB Sports, JD, King of Trainers,
Size?, Littlewoods Shop Direct,
Grattan, Freemans, Sweatshop,
Alexandra Sports, Decathlon and
Foot Locker. 

The NPD Group is seeking to add
new retailers to the service. For further
information contact The NPD Group
sports team on 01932 355580.

TOP 5 PERFORMANCE RUNNING
FOOTWEAR MODELS 

Asics Gel 1110 
Asics Gel 1120 (pictured)
Asics GT 2120
Asics GT 2110 
Nike Air Pegasus
source: The NPD Group Point-of-Sale (POS) Service
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No one in his right mind would set fire
to a pile of £10 notes in his shop till.

But that, say marketing experts, is in
effect what an awful lot of independent
retailers are doing in the way they
approach their purchasing.

"Apart from salaries, the biggest
area of expense for most retailers is
purchasing," says Matthew Roper,
managing director of the Buying
Support Agency, a procurement and
purchasing specialist.

"Buying more efficiently can reduce
costs by up to 20 per cent. And what
would be the impact on your business of
even a 10 per cent saving on the goods
you buy?"

That's the good news. The bad news
is that buying techniques can make or
break an independent retailer. And
overbuying isn't the only risk. Buying a
dull mix of products can be just as
deadly to a store's bottom line. More so
perhaps, because what you stock largely
defines your image to your customers.

Vital
"All too often, purchasing is treated as

the poor relation of the business,"
Roper says. "But apart from sales, no
other area is so vital to success - every
pound saved by better buying is a
pound of additional profit.

"And it goes further than that.
Better buying gives customers better
value - and that means lower costs
and improved revenues. And surely,
that can't be bad?"

So how efficient is your buying
system and what are your chances of
snapping up those high-profit bargain
lines? Here are some tell-tale signs
that all might not be well in the
buying department:
■ No reliable data. Your systems can't
tell you simply and reliably exactly
how much money is being spent in
which category of expenditure, how
many suppliers you use and why.
■ No regular review of purchasing. It
just happens, month in, month out.
There's no regular benchmarking of
new and existing suppliers to check if
you're getting good value.
■ Too many suppliers in the wrong
area. Wrong areas are low value-
added purchases that are essential for

the business to function, but bring no
strategic benefit. 

Remember that dealing with too
many low-value suppliers wastes your
time and diverts attention from
important purchasing areas. And you're
almost certainly paying too much
because your buying power is dissipated.
■ Too few suppliers in the right areas -
the right areas are high value-added
purchases directly linked to the core of
your offer to the customer. If you are too
dependent on a small number of key
suppliers without up-to-date contracts
your business could be at risk.
■ No clear guidelines - a sure sign is
when buying decisions are always
referred to the boss because no one else
really knows what the basic purchasing
policy is.

Tips
Once you have identified your
purchasing problems, here are some
basic tips for better buying:
■ Give buyers the support they need.
According to marketing strategist Mary
Mackenzie, author of ‘Better Buying For
Retailers’, buyers can't do their job if
bosses don't give them access to records
showing how stock lines have performed
over the past couple of years.

ABOVE:
Up to 50 per cent of
buying choices stem
from what buyers have
seen at trade shows
©AlexSchelbert.de
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Perfect your purchasing
Buying techniques can make or break an
independent retailer. Trevor Johnson reports



"Obviously, it's good to be friendly
with your suppliers, but you must be
prepared to switch to another source if
you can get a better deal without things
getting personal. And always bargain on
price - if you don't ask you'll never
know what you could get."
■ Do you need all your suppliers?
Direct supply from manufacturer to
store via a website is a fast-growing
trend, cutting out distributors. And much
cheaper. It's worth investigating.
■ Keep products focused. "The line of
products a retailer sells tells the story of
the store," Mary Mackenzie believes.
"That's why buyers should work
together so that the whole store tells a
cohesive tale. Be prepared to reject
products if they don't mesh with the
other merchandise you plan to sell."

Give buyers definite limits - the
latest buzzword is guardrails.
Manchester sportswear retailer Paul
Reid says: "I tell my buyer to buy
whatever she wants without jumping the
guardrails. For instance, last year when
bright, bold colours were selling like
crazy I put a veto on pale and neutral
shades.

"With large categories like
Christmas, staying within the
parameters of selected themes is vital.
Colour as a theme is a good choice,
since it gives the buyer plenty of
flexibility."
■ Buy for planned sales. Consultants
maintain that retailers would gain more
from sales if they were planned well in
advance and not used just for a clear-out
of stuff that's hard to sell.

Says sales analyst Steve Bailey: "It's
a good idea to have planned sales on
from five to 10 items. You can negotiate
with suppliers for better pricing on a big
buy for those sales. The idea is that you
can maintain a decent margin even on
sale items if you negotiate a lower price
- it's a win-win situation. The supplier is
moving a large amount of items he
wants to be rid of - it's good for the
retailer and it's good for the customer."    
■ Plan buying well ahead. Studies have
shown that the more a store can plan
ahead, the easier it is on its buyers. For
instance, holiday themes start as early as
January, which means goods must be
chosen and bought the previous autumn
■ Make buyers responsible for
inventory turnover. Consultants stress
that if one of the criteria of a buyer's
performance is the turnover rate of
stock, buyers will closely monitor how
their purchases affect the store's success.

"It should also motivate buyers to
spend more time with the sales team to
make sure that everyone understands the
selling points of each product," retailer
Paul Reid says.

She says: "Some owners prefer to
keep their financial details private -
that's one of the privileges of being an
independent business. But unless you
decide to take over all the buying, you
will need to share everything related to
inventory.

"Sending a buyer to market without
that knowledge is not only foolish but
unfair to the buyer. The only way a buyer
can know how he or she is doing is to
know the firm's financial performance."
■ Keep detailed stock records. Every
retailer knows how to track what sells
and what doesn't, but few apparently
realise what power can be found in
more detailed records. For instance, you
should know when products sell and
when they don't and the influence of the
weather and the seasonal appeal of
different sports. 

If you haven't got a computerised
stock-keeping unit system, you should
have. When products are divided into
classes and sub-classes you can see
exactly what you have sold and what
the margins were.
■ Don’t get too friendly with your
suppliers if it prevents you from
shopping around. "You have to be ready
to jump ship if you need to," is Mary
Mackenzie's advice.

"I walk the floors with my buyers
and we come up with ideas, sometimes
as simple as just moving goods to
another location. Then if they're still
not selling, we get rid of them."
■ Use a percentage strategy. Work out
how much of your buying budget will
go to various items. Steve Bailey
explains: "A large percentage of the
budget might be spent based on the
previous year's sales figures and a
slightly smaller amount on stock that
coordinates with older products, but
keep the inventory up to date.

"A small amount can be given over
to pure speculation products. But
expect a different rate of return for each
category of purchases."
■ Concentrate on a faster turnover.
Steve Bailey says there's a trick
retailers can use to ensure that the
products bought in by buyers perform
at their best. He says: “One thing
people often don't realise is that a
faster turnover increases your 
margin percentage. Pressured stock
means less discounts, which means
higher margins. 

"When you're buying, take a
margin calculator with you to be sure
you can sell whatever you buy at the
margin you want to attain."
■ Have a trade show strategy. Studies
show that up to 50 per cent of buying
choices stem from what buyers have
seen at trade shows. Paul Reid likes his
buyers to work alone. "You see buyers
from rival stores going round shows in
a gang and I don't think that's very
effective," he says.

"Suppliers are always asking
buyers for appointments. My advice is
make very few appointments, and
certainly not before you have walked
around the show and got a feeling for
what will be big."

CHECK YOUR BUYING STRATEGY
Honestly answer these questions:
1. Do you keep track of previous buying decisions to aid you

in next year's buying?
2. Have you a system for reviewing new products coming on

to the market?
3. Do you have a detailed merchandising budget for 

each season?
4. Have you a formal plan for deciding what to buy and 

from whom?
5. Have you established a planned gross margin for your

company’s operations and is your buying aimed at
achieving it?

6. Are you using a unit control system?
7. Do you use a basic stock list or a model stock plan when

buying?
8. Have you a supplier evaluation system for determining their

performance?
Ideally, you should have eight yes answers. Less than five
and your buying system probably needs some attention.
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Open the sports section of any daily
newspaper and you could be reading
about Jonny Wilkinson’s hamstring,
David Beckham’s knee, Wayne
Rooney’s broken foot, the progress on
Andrew Murray’s ankle, a rugby
forward’s concussion, a fly half’s
broken collar bone, a displaced finger
or a broken toe.

No matter which paper or sports
magazine you read, it’s very clear that it
is impossible to separate athletes from

injury. Some of these injuries -
particularly in the case of American
football - are very serious indeed.

Most of the injuries are associated
with the lower limbs and, in particular,
the feet, which is hardly surprising, for
nearly all sporting activity depends upon
the feet, and if they are not working, then
nothing much is happening.

All athletes are concerned with their
performance, even if they are only
striving to improve personal best times.
All athletes take huge interest in their
footwear, which is why specialist sports
footwear retailers are increasingly
forging professional links with
podiatrists.

Demand
What’s a podiatrist? S/he is a qualified
practitioner who specialises in treating
disorders of the foot and related
structures. They are in great demand
because the majority of the population
has slight biomechanical dysfunctions
in their feet. 

These are often so minor that
most people are unaware of their
problems in everyday life. However,
due to the repetitive nature of running,

combination of clinical assessment
techniques and video analysis, a
podiatrist is able to identify whether the
patient’s injury is caused by poor
structural alignment or function. A sports
podiatrist can provide input and advice
on insoles (orthotics), general footwear,
running shoes, exercise and running
technique. 

Insoles or orthotics are devices worn
in the shoes to help improve foot and/or
limb function. A runner, for example,

athletes know that sport participation
can amplify these dysfunctions. 

Podiatrists work with children
with gait abnormalities, people with
high-risk conditions such as diabetes
and peripheral vascular diseases.
They also provide gait analysis and
treatment for athletes with
biomechanical problems. Common
injuries seen by a sports podiatrist
are shin pain, arch pain, plantar
fasciitis, knee pain, lower back pain,
iliotibial band pain, big toe joint
pain, achilles tendon pain, heel pain
and many more. 

By assessing the patient’s
biomechanical structure using a

may excessively pronate - where the foot
rolls from outside in - and by virtue of
the fact that his feet are doing this
repeatedly, literally millions of times
every year, the abnormal function may
result in pain and injury. Orthotics can
help to address such a problem and can
normalise the roll of the foot.

There are many different types of
temporary and permanent orthotics,
ranging from over-the-counter insoles
to custom-made ones. Temporary
orthotics can be made on-site while the
customer waits. 

Performance footwear specialist,
Bryon Newbery, who owns Alexandra
Sports in Portsmouth, is delighted to

PODIATRY
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“Athletes come to our shop because we have earned a reputation for
being able to help them put their best feet forward”

Specialist sports footwear
retailers are increasingly

forging professional links with
podiatrists. Hugh Graham reports 

Step
by

step
ABOVE:
The majority of the
population has slight
biomechanical
dysfunctions in their feet



attended by two consultant sports
podiatrists, who advise customers
experiencing particular difficulties with
lower limb problems.

It’s clear the relationship works well
because The Podiatry and Chiropody
Centre - to be found at
www.podiatryandchiropodycentre.com -
maintains a link on its website, which
states: ‘If you are looking for new
footwear, we fully recommend Bryon
and Linda Newbury and Dawn Taylor,
at Alexandra Sports, 140 Gladys
Avenue, Portsmouth PO2 9BL -
telephone 02392 698285. Their website
is www.alexandrasports.com. 

Paul Harradine, director and
podiatrist at the centre, told me that the
aim of the centre is to offer
comprehensive assessment and
treatment for a variety of conditions in a
friendly and caring environment. He
says: “This is obtained by a
combination of highly experienced
podiatrists/chiropodists with the most
up-to-date equipment available, ranging
from local anaesthetic being available
for painful procedures to computerised
gait analysis equipment to assess
walking and running problems.”

Harradine says that the team
approach is paramount to success
because the three podiatrists specialise
in different areas that include
wound care, diabetes,
rheumatology, sports injuries
and orthotics. All three are
registered with the Health
Professions Council and are
members of the Society of
Chiropodists and Podiatrists.
Harradine qualified first and
has enjoyed teaching, clinical
specialist positions in the
NHS and private practice, as
well as publishing research
and papers.

Improve
I next asked Newbery
whether every customer
visiting Alexandra Sports
had foot problems?  “A
great many,” he told me,
“have no problems with
their feet at all. But nearly
every sports enthusiast can
improve the way they run
and perform in their chosen
sport once they have been
biomechanically assessed. 

“Athletes come to our
shop because we have
earned a reputation for being
able to help them put their
best feet forward. When we
originally opened we

report that very few
sports people are

without lower leg problems. Says
Newbery: “Sport is all about
competition, which in turn is all about
athletes maxing out their effort. Putting
out 100 per cent effort means athletes
are putting themselves right on their
performance edge, which also means
that every time they compete they are
risking injury.  

“Indeed, injury and success in sport
are inseparable. And if this was not the
case, we’d not be in business.”

Stability
As Newbery was talking, he was
fashioning an insert precisely to fit
inside the running shoes of a client
who’d come all the way from Vienna.
“The insert will improve forefoot
stability,” he explains.

Newbery and his staff take endless
trouble to suit the footwear to the sport
and then to the individual customer.
“Every sports person is different,” he
says. “The way they walk, run and
jump. Every person has a different
action, different biomechanics.

“If we are to help, we need to know
which footwear will help and which
will aggravate an already difficult
situation. Which is why we stock a
huge range in full and  half sizes and
different widths.”

What also sets Alexandra Sports
apart from other sports retailers is that
every Saturday morning the shop is

decided to specialise in footwear
which would help our customers
realise their full potential. Most of our
customers don’t compete in the
generally accepted sense - other than
to improve personal times, distance
and stamina.

“We match customer needs to the
best footwear for their purpose - and
that choice is motivated by
performance, never by price, although
cost is a consideration.”

Newbery knows that UK customers
currently spend more than £4 billion on
sportswear every year. “However,” he
says, “it’s important for sports retailers
to be aware that one third of global
sportswear sales is now foot dependent.
More than two thirds of Alexandra
Sports’ turnover results from the sale of
performance shoes.

“Our customers come from all over
Hampshire, Sussex and Surrey for
advice and their running shoes. With
the expert help of two Portsmouth
podiatrists we offer a unique service
and now have customers from all over
the world. 

“It’s great to know that at the end of
a tiring day, one of our customers will
be working out in a gym in Dubai
wearing our running shoes, which
makes all our efforts seem worthwhile.”
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One year ago, McDavid Country
Manager Paul Sherratt said the
sports injury prevention sector was
‘exploding’.

This sector of the market is still on
the up, and research indicates it is
currently worth up to £20 million 
per year.

The key sports in the UK market
using sports prevention equipment are
football, rugby and cricket, but
penetration into other sports such as
hockey has begun. Sports Insight spoke
to a handful of retailers who focus on
selling sports support kit and found a
sector that is booming.

Manager of Intersport in Lewes,
East Sussex, John Baldock, says he
has expanded the range of products
sold in his shop due to increased
demand over the last couple of years.

“We’re certainly selling more
products now across the range, from
knee supports and shoulder braces to
insoles,” he says.

“I think people are more aware of
their injuries, they’ve done their
research, or they’ve come from a
physiotherapist who has
recommended a certain product for
their condition.” 

Brighton-based Posture People, a
specialist shop catering specifically
for people with back problems and
other injuries, has also noted an
increase in trade. Manager Jo Blood
says: “We’re definitely getting more
interest in supports of all types, from
industrial back supports following
injury or treatment, to ergonomic
products and lumbar supports to help
prevent injury. We have noticed the
market growing tremendously.”

Northampton’s John Henry Sports
is another sports retail outlet that has
had to expand its range to cope with
demand. It stocks Vulkan, LP and
Canterbury products. Store director
Phil Milbank says: “I’d say it’s been
growing over the last two years.
People are more aware of what’s
going on with their bodies, and also
physios and doctors are giving more
referrals. It’s definitely an expanding
sector and there are products out to
suit most types of injury.”

Biomechanics
Jonathon Hedges of Mar-Systems aims
to reduce the risk of injury through
‘biomechanical profiling’ and
accommodating foot behaviour. He says:
“Multiple studies have demonstrated that
prescribing the right running shoe
significantly reduces the risk of injury.”

In addition, he points out that over
75 per cent of runners are in the wrong
running shoes, 56 per cent of those will
develop an injury and a massive 70 per
cent of them will go on to seek 
medical help. 

“Interest in objective biomechanical
profiling using such software as
motionQuest and video analysis is
rapidly growing,” he says. “A correctly
prescribed running shoe will influence
foot function and reduce the risk of
injury far more than an orthotic in the
wrong shoe. Running specialists who
increase their knowledge to provide such
services are reaping the benefits, not just
with club and fitness runners but the
increasing segment of lifestyle runners.

“Podiatrists will seek out the best
running shops to refer their patients to as
their orthotics rely on a suitable base of
support to function correctly.
Performance insoles, such as our new
product ‘footdisc’, are another example
of new growth. Sports shops can now
tune their clients’ footwear to the
function and behaviour of their foot - not
just with running shoes but all sports.”

Hedges is launching a new website
(www.footdisc.co.uk) to sit alongside
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The sports injury prevention and supports sector is showing
signs of healthy growth, says Catherine Eade

continued on page 32
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priority, and adds that whatever the
activity there is always a slight risk of
injury, especially in the 35-55 age
group, with many returning to sport
participation for the first time in years.

“Many consumers use Vasyli
orthotic products to help control excess
pronation when running or playing
golf, racquet sports and so on, but they
forget about the rest of the day when
they are still walking around on their
feet in ‘street’ shoes,” he says. “They
still have the same biomechanical
dysfunction, so we have insoles for
formal and casualwear as well as high
heel footwear.

“One of our hottest products is our
range of flip flops and sandals, which
work in exactly the same way as our
footbeds and can be used on holiday,
weekends or just around the house.
Last year we ran some test sales in a
cross section of retailers and were
really pleased with the feedback and
the results, so we have invested
heavily in these products for the
summer campaign. 

“Any consumer who has found
relief from aches and pains associated
with poor walking, running style or
posture using our insoles would
migrate into the flip flops and sandals
with ease.”

Brand sums up Vasyli’s philosophy:
“Nothing can replace education and
understanding as to why participants in
sport obtain injuries, which is why we
invest so much time, energy and
resource to fulfill this important aspect.
We feel that the advances in 
technology have enabled us to
understand a lot more about
biomechanics, but probably more
importantly, this can now be transferred
to a retail level and the consumer.”

Meanwhile, manufacturers of
sports supports are finding sales up on
most injury prevention products as well
as footwear.

Greg Soffe, Brand Manager of 1000
Mile Sportswear, says: “Mueller has
witnessed in the region of 40 per cent
growth per annum, although this is not
necessarily reflective of the industry as
a whole. Internet sites have contributed
heavily to that rapid growth.” 

But as he points out, a third of the
population participate in sport or
activity, which translates to around 20
million possible customers.

Consumer demand
“Education about what is available has
played a part in growth, with
manufacturers listening to consumers as
demand grows,” says Soffe. “Also,
more sport-oriented physiotherapy
courses have emerged over the past five
years, which has resulted in many more

www.mar-systems.co.uk, which sells
gait analysis and video analysis
software, gait analysis treadmills, high
speed cameras and other tools for
retailers looking to expand into this
growing sector.

Shoe technology is improving, but
more and more athletes are using
custom soles to improve their posture
and prevent injury. Off-the-shelf and
custom-fitted insoles are also increasing
in popularity as they can prevent and
treat foot and lower limb injury, increase
performance by improving stability and
alignment and absorb the shockwaves
associated with many forms of exercise,
particularly running. 

Mobilis Healthcare says its main
customer base consists of
physiotherapists, chiropodists and
podiatrists, as well as professional
footballers, rugby, hockey and tennis
players, plus DIY enthusiasts,
housewives and gardeners. The
company also supplies its range of sports
supports through high street shops such
as Tesco, Boots and Halfords.

Increasing awareness
Richard Brand of orthotics
manufacturer Vasyli agrees that
increasing awareness of general
wellness and keeping fit means the
need to educate the consumer remains a

HOW CAN RETAILERS INCREASE SALES IN
THE SPORTS SUPPORTS AREA?
“Displaying the garments is critical. A targeted core range of
two-three brands will enable the retailer to maximise sales in
this area and present himself as a specialist supplier. This is
currently a hot product area at the moment so window
displays, posters and displaying the garments outside of
packaging so that customers can touch and feel is essential.”
Paul Sherratt, McDavid

“If retailers were to stock a larger range of sports
supports covering all the main areas where injuries occur, and
if they promoted the benefits of using them, then this should
help increase their sales.”

Neil Wardle, Koolpak
“By devoting more space to it. Better and more extensive

POS material. Further training for the retailer, thus benefitting
the consumer. More websites with sports injury content.
Greater disposable income means the product is being used
more prophylactically.”
Greg Soffe, 1000 Mile Sportswear

“Staff training is the key to increased sales, and it is
important for the staff to feel confident in their
recommendations. Once staff understand how to introduce
Orthaheel footbeds into the sale and explain why they may
help and work in conjunction with footwear designed for
their chosen sport to reduce injury risk or aid rehabilitation,
then the increase in turnover and profit is significant.

“The advantage is that the sale isn’t that technical and
the introduction and execution of the purchase takes no more
than five minutes.”
Richard Brand, Vasyli

individuals seeking a career specifically
in the sports sector. As more money is
ploughed into sport, the more resources
are available to players.”

1000 Mile’s best-sellers are its one-
size-fits-all knee and ankle supports and
the jumper’s knee patella strap, whilst
Soffe says retailers can look forward to
the introduction of more one-size-fits-all
products, which offer greater flexibility
for the consumer and are more sales-
friendly for the retailer.

“We’ve had very good feedback
due to customer interest and retailers’
willingness to try out new, 
innovative and revolutionary products
such as the Hg80 Mueller support
range,” says Soffe.

Neil Wardle of Koolpak adds: “We
have seen a significant growth in the
market over the last five years, with
most first aid suppliers and retailers now
offering some kind of sports injury
product. Because of the increase in
people doing some kind of sporting
activity to lose weight or keep fit, there
are more and more people now picking
up some type of injury - either because
they have overdone it or haven’t
warmed up properly. 

“Our Koolpak Sport Instant Ice
packs, Heat and Freeze Sprays and Hot
and Cold Therapy kits have really sold
well in the past 12 months, and over
the next few months we will be
introducing Instant Hot packs,
neoprene and elasticated supports and
several other new products to our
sports injury range.”

Retailers that, up until now, have
avoided stocking sports injury
prevention products may well
reconsider bearing in mind the obvious
growth in this sector. si
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Walk, run and play pain-free
Invented by podiatrist Phillip Vasyli, Orthaheel insoles realign
the feet and ankles to their correct biomechanical position.
This in turn could bring natural, lasting relief and comfort
from many aches and pains associated with poor walking and
running style. 

Orthaheel insoles also improve posture, while
performance in racquet sports and golf can improve due to
the correction in body stance offering more power and
dynamics.

The front of the packaging encourages the consumer to
investigate further through clear, precise messaging, while the
reverse contains enough information on common sporting
complaints/injuries to answer the purchaser’s queries. 

The product is also backed by an unconditional, 30-day
money-back guarantee. Effective as an impulse purchase or
part of an introductory add-on sale, these insoles ensure your
customers are fit for sport while adding extra profit.
Available for all types of sports footwear, call 0800 027 6159 for
further details or visit www.walkpainfree.com
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Sports 
injury prevention
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Koolpak therapy products
Koolpak has recently launched its new and improved
Koolpak Sport Instant Ice pack, which helps aid the
immediate recovery from injury caused during everyday
sporting activities.

No matter how athletic you are, everyone runs the
risk of injury and the Koolpak Sport Instant Ice packs are
ideal for the treatment of soft tissue injuries, sprains,
bumps and bruises.

They stay colder longer than an ordinary ice pack,
which means they help treat the injury for longer and,
therefore, speed up recovery. These single-use disposable
packs fit perfectly into any first aid kit or kit bag, which
makes them a great alternative to ice from the freezer.

This is just one of Koolpak’s new range of Hot & Cold
Therapy products, so whether it’s ice packs, sprays, heat
packs or first aid kits you require, look no further than
Koolpak for all your injury treatment requirements.
For more information on any of the Koolpak products,
visit www.koolpak.co.uk. If you would like a free sample
of the Koolpak Sport Instant Ice pack call 0800 180 4285.

http://www.walkpainfree.com
http://www.sportindustry.biz
http://www.koolpak.co.uk


Tune your footwear!

Competitive margin
Product training
Perfect add-on sale

◊
◊
◊

Online ‘stock enabled’ re-ordering
Next day delivery
Quality designed POS fixtures

◊
◊
◊

t: 01344 621475 e: sales@footdisc.co.uk w: www.footdisc.co.uk
MAR Systems, 29 Llanvair Drive, South Ascot, Berkshire SL5 9HS

tennis • football • hockey • running • golf • squash • netball • rugby • triathlon

trekking • cycling • running • volleyball • badminton • basketball • cricket 

footdisc® – outstanding products that deliver outstanding profits

The patented footdisc® measuring device identifies the correct insole within seconds

Saves time
Simplifies training

◊
◊

Easy to use
Removes guesswork 

◊
◊

http://www.footdisc.co.uk
mailto:sales@footdisc.co.uk


footdisc insole range
Imagine an insole that can effectively guide and
stimulate your foot with the control, support and
cushioning it really needs. This is the aim of the
new footdisc insole range. 

Available in three unique arch profiles -
low, medium and high - to accommodate

the three main foot behaviours
(pronated, neutral and supinated),
footdisc insoles are constructed using
superior materials - those found in
the very best running shoes and
orthotics.

footdisc insoles can ‘tune’ any
sport shoe your customer
purchases - the patented footdisc
measuring device identifies the
insole within seconds.

footdisc insoles are available in
24hr and Sport styles, retailing at
£19.99 and £24.99 respectively.
For more information call Jonathan
Hedges on 01344 621 475, email
sales@footdisc.co.uk or visit
www.footdisc.co.uk.

IN SEASON SPORTS INJURY PREVENTION

www.sportindustry.biz

Hg80 by Mueller 
Superlative support -

no sweat
Traditional neoprene supports

provide the soothing warmth needed
for strained muscles, but the downside is

the sweat that forms underneath. 
Hg80 by Mueller replaces neoprene with

Hydracinn - a Mueller-exclusive material that warms
the affected area, but then wicks away the moisture so

effectively there is no residue sweat. This also helps the
support keep its shape during prolonged use.  

The Hydracinn is bonded with AEGIS - a revolutionary
antimicrobial barrier - to protect against odour-causing bacteria and
fungus. Inner grip strips then hold the supports in place and prevent
annoying slipping. Products in the range include wrist, ankle, knee
and elbow supports.

To enquire about stocking Hg80 by Mueller supports, call Greg Soffe
at 1000 Mile Sportswear on 07801 923212.

Sports 
injury prevention
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Tricue is a new range of snooker/pool cue being launched by
Hereford based Big Splash Enterprises Ltd. Designed and

patented by West Wales based pool player Campbell Brown, 
the cue incorporates a subtle triangular section allowing players

to produce a more accurate strike of the cue ball. 

Tel/Fax 01432 860472 
e-mail: info@tricues.com 

web site: www.tricues.com 

“No-one in my league had seen a Tricue
before, it has really got them talking.

Thanks very much” .... Paul Macro

“Why are men so funny about being
beaten by a 63 year old lady pensioner?

Thanks to my Tricue can now bridge more
securely and push the cue through in a

straight line”............Pip Farnsworth

“Not only does the cue assist with a
smoother action, but my Tricue also helps
off the cushion because it can lay flat on
the rail due to its triangular shape”.......

Jonathan Pritchard

http://www.tricues.com
mailto:info@tricues.com
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Train Harder   Play Longer   Recover Faster

BioAcceleration TechnologyTM

What are Skins™?

Skins™ are ground breaking, 

body-moulded, gradient compression 

performance equipment for active people. 

Whether training or competing, Skins™ 

enable you to perform at a higher rate 

for longer and recover faster. 

Who’s wearing Skins™?

Skins™ are worn by the who’s who 

of domestic and international sport. 

You’ll fi nd a full list as well as more 

information at skins.net

How do Skins™ work?

The secret is in the revolutionary BioAcceleration 

Technology™. Developed by leading sports 

physicians, it combines gradient compression 

to reduce lactic acid build-up and enhance 

circulation, key muscle wrapping to focus muscle 

power and body temperature optimisation to 

keep you comfortable in warm or cool conditions. 

Skins™ is the only gradient compression 

equipment that uses your Body Mass Index 

(BMI) for a precision fi t.

Whether you’re an elite athlete, or a weekend warrior, Skins™ 
provide immediate results and help you perform at your best.

Recommended and endorsed by

FURNACE/SKI5256/SI

Enhanced circulation from engineered 
gradient compression assists in 
reducing lactic acid build-up

A precision fi t based on your 
body mass index (BMI) algorithm

To focus muscle power and 
dramatically reduce muscle vibration

Antibacterial and antimicrobial 
treatments discourage growth of
bacteria and help prevent odour

Optimises your body temperature 
in warm or cool conditions

SPF 50+

Moisture management wicking 
draws moisture away from your 
skin keeping you dry

http://www.skins.net


IN SEASON PERFORMANCE APPAREL

Performance
apparel

Skins
Skins is the undisputed market leader in the
compression/therapeutic garment product category.

The BioAcceleration technology in Skins’ garments
is an engineered gradient compression that applies
balanced and accurate surface pressure over specific
body parts. This triggers enhanced blood flow and
increases oxygen delivery to working muscles.

The subsequent improvement in circulation helps
the body to eliminate lactic acid and other metabolic
wastes. In combination, these effects enable the
individual to train harder, play longer and recover faster.

In training the principal benefit of wearing Skins is
a reduction in muscle fatigue, allowing harder, longer
training sessions without adverse effect. This enables
the individual to sustain performance and skill levels
over a longer period of time.

The post-activity period, in particular the recovery
aspect, is a key element for well-being. Skins Travel &
Recovery tights assist in reducing the recovery period
(muscle soreness, soft tissue injuries, etc), meaning the
individual can return to full training sooner. It is not
uncommon for players to wear Skins on return journeys
from events, or even to sleep in them.
Visit www.skins.net or call 01827 383711 for more
information.

Dita performance apparel
Dita has recently teamed up with one of China’s most reputable textile producers to launch

its technical performance undergarments. Its Pro Thermo-Rite Omni-climate range has

features like seamless bodies on the vests and a Clariant moisture management system.

The company also has several new models of hockey shoes out this year. The new Turf

Max 2 replaces the current Turf Max and will be 100 grams lighter (based on size 9). It

incorporates the patented Asystec ME waterproof system, which prevents water penetration,

and is expected to be a big hit with Olympic players.

Dita: 0131 660 1222. sales@dita.co.uk
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Linebreak announces new summer range
Linebreak is launching its new summer range. New colour options widen the offering in the women’s range
to incorporate a charcoal/blue and black range alongside the existing slate/pink. The addition of a red range
for men offers a wider consumer choice.

Says Mark Gladwin, Linebreak’s managing director: “Linebreak is a major player in this increasingly
important range of compression base layers and these new developments, along with the previously
announced price reductions, ensures we lead the way in the UK for quality product and affordable prices.”
For further information contact Linebreak on 01926 813749 or visit www.linebreak.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz

HexPad goalkeeper shirt and shorts
More and more goalkeepers are benefiting from McDavid HexPad
technology - the only base layer that combines compression fit and
moisture management with impact protection and the practicality of
machine wash and dry.

From Premiership and Serie A keepers to the lower leagues and
Sunday teams, keepers are not only staying cool when it’s hot and warm
when its cool through HexPad’s integrated hDc moisture management
system, but the individual Hexpads also allow greater commitment,
particularly when diving at feet or for additional protection during
training sessions.

HexPad is the next generation of performance apparel and is now
available from Cartasport, Lindop Sports and Reydon Sports.
For more information call McDavid on 08701 188002 or email
info@mcdaviduk.com

Gray-Nicolls 
performance cricketwear
Gray-Nicolls has developed a new range of

lightweight performance cricketwear, as worn by
today’s international and first-class cricketers.

Extremely effective in either hot or cold
conditions, the Cover Point garments feature
new generation multi yarn sports micro fibres
with superior moisture management
technologies. An efficient cooling system
means better temperature regulation, allowing
more energy during long periods in the field.

The garment circulates body heat, wicking
away moisture from your skin, keeping you
cool, dry and comfortable, regardless of the
climate.

Effective compression during activity can reduce muscle fatigue, assist blood
flow and speed recovery. The garments keep the muscles compact during activity
by acting as a second skin. The Pro Base Layer also incorporates flat locked seams
for outstanding comfort and provides excellent protection from burns when
diving on hard ground.
Gray-Nicolls: 01580 880357/www.gray-nicolls.co.uk
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• Cavendish Sports Ltd is a UK-based
manufacturer with over 25 years’ experience
of manufacturing team sportswear 

• We’re a bespoke team sportswear
manufacturer with a flexible production facility
catering for a wide range of customers and their
production needs, be they small or large quantities

• We offer a year-on-year continuity of supply 

• Clients can choose from our own designs of sports
apparel or we are happy to work with clients’
own designs, originating patterns and
initial samples for approval

• Manufactured in a wide range of UK-
sourced materials with an extensive
colour range to choose from

• Sports catered for include
football, basketball, netball,
hockey, cricket, lacrosse,
athletics, referees, training and
tracksuits

• Long-established client base
includes mail order
companies, schoolwear
suppliers, independent sports
shops, printers and
embroiderers, corporate
agencies, training schools

Cavendish Sports Ltd
136–138 Higher Road, Urmston,

Manchester M41 9AZ

Tel: 0161 747 5089/0161 748 8259
Fax: 0161 746 8270

Email: info@cavendish-sports.co.uk

mailto:info@cavendish-sports.co.uk


Type ‘running events’ into any
internet search engine and you’ll be
bombarded with an ever-growing
array of events all round the UK,
from 20 mile multi-terrain runs
through Welsh mountains to
street fun runs through tiny
villages and, of course,
national institutions like the
London Marathon.

This month’s London
Marathon attracted the usual
amount of attention, but it must
be remembered that it is one of
30 runs throughout the UK in
April alone, and 525 listed for the
year.

Graham Richards of Hilly
Clothing says he is certain that the
market is still growing. “Without doubt,
I see more people out running and a lot
of the races are ‘sold out’ in a short
period of time,” he says. “The next few
months are a particularly buoyant
period, with Moonwalk, the Race for
Life series and other mass participation
events. 

“I am also convinced that more
people will take up running as part of a
healthy lifestyle, and there is a lot of
focus on exercise for kids, with the
concerns about childhood obesity hitting
the headlines. The London Olympics
will also have a positive effect, even
though the actual event is many years
away yet.”

Mizuno Marketing Manager Paul
Stevens says: “The market is still
growing, especially in ladies running.
Mizuno's growth has been helped by
producing quality shoes that can
compete very well with our

competition in the key UK stability
areas. Still more casual runners are
taking to the sport with the push for
people to stay healthy and do some
exercise.”

Jonathan Quint, Marketing Manager
at Saucony UK, is also bullish about the
running market. “We believe the market
is still showing single-digit growth and

that our
market share

continues to expand at a greater rate
than this,” he says.

Stuart Howarth of New Balance
adds: “On the whole, the running market
is growing but the emphasis is changing.
The traditional elite running market is
stagnating. However, significant growth
is being experienced within the ‘new
runner’ fitness market and specifically
the female market. 2006 was a record
year for the brand with multiple
countries achieving double-digit sales
increases. There is no surprise that this
has come at a time when the number of
charity races and walks have increased
nationwide.”

Advantages
As every runner knows, one of the great
advantages of running over many other
sports is that it requires very little
equipment. Lace up a pair of shoes and
you're good to go. But with all the shoes
that are on the market, it can be a
baffling experience for consumers trying
to find that elusive ‘perfect pair’. Much
of the process depends on the help
received from retailers.

IN SEASON RUNNING & ATHLETICS

The increasing emphasis on gait analysis and finding the
right shoe in the specialist running footwear sector is
driving growth, finds Catherine Eade
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Run for your money
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cushioning to a running shoe. When the
foot hits the floor, the shock goes up
through the shoe at that point, meaning
that only a small part of the shoe’s
midsole - the part of the shoe that
provides the cushioning - is helping to
cushion this impact. 

“The idea of the Mizuno Wave plate
is to dissipate the shock over a larger area
of the midsole material. This should
mean that more of the shock is absorbed
and that the cushioning material should
last longer, so it’s great news for runners.

“Infinity Wave has taken Mizuno
technology to its next level by reducing
the amount of Eva materials used in the
outsole. This gives the shoe the benefit of
maintaining its cushioning properties
longer, giving the wearer better
protection against impact forces for the
lifetime of the shoe. Eva materials will
always eventually break down, but by

using less in the Infinity Wave shoes, the
quality of the cushioning lasts longer.” 

Stevens says the company’s best
seller is Wave Rider. 

Hilly is adding to its range of
accessories in the autumn, says Graham
Richards. “We have received a
tremendous response from the trade and
a lot of forward orders, which bodes
well,” he says. “We sort of see ourselves
as becoming a one-stop shop for
technical running socks and accessories.”

Increasing sales
Richards believes there are several key
factors for retailers looking to increase
sales of running products:
“Firstly, retailers, especially running
specialists, need to look a lot more
closely at merchandising products
effectively these days, especially due to
the significant increase in the number of
women runners. 

“In many respects, retailers need to
copy the high street chains in the way
they display products in-store. The days
of specialist running stores catering
solely for the club runner have gone and
the ‘new breed’ runners are more
demanding and more fashion focused,
especially the women.

“Secondly, too many retailers still
expect custom to come to them.
Competition is a lot stronger these days
with more specialist stores and internet
sites, etc. Retailers need to cultivate new
business, eg, arrange visits or open
evenings at their local gyms, and also
attend running events. A retailer can
never stop banging the drum about 
his store.

The importance of having the right
footwear for running events is paramount
- running is a weight-bearing activity that
involves repetition of a very similar
action over a prolonged period of time.
And depending on how you run, the
loads involved with every step can be up
to three times your body weight. 

The musculoskeletal system has to
be able to absorb and transmit these
forces in a controlled and efficient
manner many thousands of times on
every run. Choosing the wrong pair of
shoes could actually invite injury. So it is
crucial that a runner chooses well. 

What’s hot
Saucony’s Quint says: “Saucony operates
exclusively in the specialist running
market and its main recent development
is ProGrid, which is an advancement of

our patented cushioning technology. We
have always used Grid, as unlike a fluid-
based cushioning system, it offers
stability and improved durability - ie, it
can’t burst or puncture. The new system
improves the feel of the shoe and the
cushioning properties, but maintains
performance with regard to stability.”

Quint says the company’s best-
selling shoe for the last few years has
been the Grid Omni, which is the top-
selling category in the market, its
competition being Brooks Adrenaline
GTS, Asics 2120 and New Balance’s 
NB 857.

New Balance’s Howarth says the
company is consistently looking to
introduce new technologies when
appropriate: “Currently we are focussing
all consumer communication on the
ABZORB family of cushioning
technologies, with the DTS system being
the newest. 

The new Dynamic Transition System
in the heel ensures the initial heel strike is
cushioned by a pad of ABZORB, which
then transfers onto an intra laminated
layer of ABZORB SBS, providing a
dynamic transition into the forward
motion of the gait cycle. The focus shoes
for New Balance for this season are the
1061, 857, 767, 902 and 755. All of these
are being supported in-store and to the
consumer. As a result, these are the best
selling shoes for SS07.”

Stevens of Mizuno explains: “The
latest product launch for Mizuno has
been the global launch of Infinity Wave
in our top-end cushioning shoe Creation
in February 2007. The Mizuno Wave is a
very simple and effective way of adding

“Thirdly, more and more retailers are
offering services such as gait analysis
these days and this and other in-store
‘education’ will enable them to attract
and retain customers and hopefully take
business away form the sports multiples,
who state that they are serious about
running, but do not offer such services
and certainly do not, in the main, offer
the advice that the specialist retailer can.”

Mizuno’s Stevens echoes this.
“Retailers cannot sit back and wait for
people to come to them anymore,” he
says. “They have to be active in their
local areas through advertising and being
visual. They need to get to the new
runner and make them feel comfortable
about visiting a running shop or
specialised running section in a general
sports shop. 

“These types of runner can be key to
the growth of running sales in stores.

Once you attract the customer in, the key
then is your level of knowledge in
helping the customer buy the correct
footwear. Good service and solid
recommendations will promote your
business through word of mouth and
customer recommendation. 

“Mizuno actively supports the
independent market through regular sales
calls and technical support. It’s our goal
to work with retailers to help enhance
their business by offering 100 per cent
support and back up through all areas of
our business. 

“It is very much a two-way
relationship that must be built on trust,
mutual respect and good quality
products. Mizuno's aim is to produce
high quality products at competitive
prices that cover a wide spectrum of
sporting activities.”

Saucony’s Quint also praises the
independent sector. “We believe that the
independent specialist offers a unique
service to the running and fitness
market,” he says. “By providing
extensive staff training and the longest
running in-store gait analysis service,
both of which provide vital staff
development and promote specialist
stores, the partnership of Saucony and
the independent running market will
continue to increase total sales and
market share.” 

The increasing onus on retailers to
recommend the right shoe has to be a
good thing all round. That giant rabbit
puffing along in the London Marathon
might not be in the same league as the
serious athletes trying to beat their last
time, but he will certainly be glad to be
wearing a comfortable pair of trainers. si

“Mizuno's aim is to produce high quality products at competitive prices
that cover a wide spectrum of sporting activities”
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Saucony Hurricane
Saucony's award winning flagship shoe, the Hurricane, is the latest in its
range to feature the advanced cushioning technology, ProGrid.

The Hurricane has received myriad awards over the years, the latest,
220 Triathlon magazine’s ‘Shoe of the Year’, was voted for by readers and
has led to another jump in sales for the ever popular top-end style.

Following the recent runaway launch successes of the
Triumph and the Omni, the flagship ProGrid Hurricane 9 hit
the shelves in April. ProGrid will give the Hurricane 9 a
luxury feel and establish it as an even stronger
competitor in the top-end running shoe category.
For more details call Saucony HQ on 023
9282 3664 or visit saucony.co.uk

IN SEASON RUNNING & ATHLETICS

Running

HILLY upgrades neoprene 
running accessories
HILLY has just launched its new, upgraded range of
neoprene accessories. The range includes a mobile
phone/MP3 carrier, arm wallet, wrist wallet, waist pouch,
shoe wallet and arm gel carrier.

The range is designed to allow runners to carry a
number of different and essential items on the run,
including phone, MP3, gels, energy bar, keys,
money and lots, lots more.

HILLY has added a
lot of design
input to the
range, from
both an
ergonomic
and comfort
angle, and
has also
introduced a
new pale
blue/black
colour
option, a
highly
attractive badge
and anti-bounce zips.
For further details call HILLY 
on 0161 366 8207.

& athletics

http://www.saucony.co.uk
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Free Lace
Free Lace, an ingenious technical
shoelace, is now available in the UK. It
is ingenious because of its simplicity as
well as its practicality.

It was developed in France last
year and has a world patent and
registered trademark.  

Since its launch, there has been
an amazing reaction to this product,
and there are now top sportsmen
from many high-demand disciplines
using the lace in their shoes. Many
world-class athletes and triathletes
have switched to Free Lace as a
result of the extra comfort
gained while running.

Due to its elasticity, it is
possible to adjust the
tension between the
eyelets of your shoe to
the exact mould of
your foot and
therefore avoid any of
the pressure points
that may occur when
using conventional
laces.

As a result, your shoes will immediately feel
more comfortable to wear and will improve blood circulation, particularly during
activities where there is a substantial change in body temperature.
UK and Ireland distributor: David McKibbin Sports.
020 8459 2605/mckibbinsports@aol.com

Focus on the 767
New Balance’s 767 (RRP £65) is a supportive cushioning shoe that is
ideal for the serious runner.

The 767 incorporates both an Acteva midsole and Absorb in the
rear and forefoot for enhanced shock absorption and comfort. For
support, the 767 boasts a myriad of NB-patented technologies.

A TS2 medial post ensures a smooth heel-to-toe transition is
achieved, while the dual density post facilitates the natural running
gait to enhance performance. Also included are the stability web and N
lock, offering additional torsional stability and midfoot support.
For further details and stockists visit www.newbalance.co.uk

Wave Nemesis
Protective cushioning, durability and comfort.

Wave Nexus
Responsive cushioning, stability and

durability in a lightweight package.
For more details contact Mizuno

customer services on 0800 328
0180 or visit

www.mizunoeurope.com

www.sportindustry.biz
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WARWICK SCHOOL
Under 18 Daily Mail Cup Winners 2007

http://www.gilber


GILBERT
TEAMWEAR
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GILBERT, the world’s oldest rugby
manufacturer, has been developing
and supplying the highest quality
rugby balls since William Gilbert first
provided balls to Rugby School in
1823. The continued evolution of their
match ball technology and engineering
processes has ensured that they remain
in the position of market leader over
180 years later.

The modern GILBERT is, however,
much more than just balls: over the past
decade the company has expanded into
all rugby product sectors and is now
one of the few brands capable of
equipping a club and its players with all
of their rugby needs. 

Whilst polyester sublimate and
polycotton match shirts can be made to
order, the Xact Rugby Shirt is available
from stock in a variety of colours (Red,
Black, Navy, Royal, Sky and Green).
Special Make Up versions can also be
ordered to suit any club’s needs. A
performance shirt, reinforced for
additional durability, it has been
extensively tested at the highest levels
as the official match shirt of The Blue
Bulls in South Africa’s Currie Cup
competition, and more recently used by
the Warwick School 1st XV in the
Daily Mail Schools’ Cup Final at
Twickenham.

The Xact Match short (available
in Navy, White and Black) is
manufactured from two-way stretch
fabric (85% cotton, 15% spandex) to
ensure minimal restriction on a
player’s movement. Nylon taping
along the seams and contrast piping
result in a short that is both stylish
and solid.

The Tour Jacket and Rain Trouser
offer both individuals and clubs a
competitively priced option in
waterproof outerwear. The Rain
Trouser’s mesh lining and extra long
leg-zip make it ideal for both training
and match-day appearances.

For clubs planning end of season
tours, the Team holdall consists of a
large main compartment and two end
pockets. Manufactured from a 600
deniers polyester it is the ideal size for
a player’s kit on match-day or the off-
field necessities of a touring side.

The equipment required by
players today, both on and off the
pitch, must match their levels of
commitment and performance and
GILBERT’s 2007 teamwear range has
been designed to keep up with the
advances in the modern game and
ensure that whatever the product you
choose, it has been Created to
Perform.

For more information, please call us on
08450 66 1823 or visit
www.gilbertrugby.com

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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rugby
Optimum is on fire
with its new rugby
boots
Optimum has always been a
brand that players trust to provide
them with top quality products
and high specification materials.
The company has recently
launched its new rugby boot
range, combining lightweight
uppers with stability controlled
sole configuration.

The BLAZE (juniors - sizes 
13-6, low cut, six stud) and
INFERNO (seniors - sizes 7-15, low
cut, eight stud) are available in
white/red and black/red for
delivery in July 2007.
Contact your agent for more
details or Optimum direct on
01942 497707.
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OPROShield
OPRO, the world’s largest supplier of custom-fitting mouthguards, has launched
a range of self-fit mouthguards called OPROShield.

The OPROShield range comprises three levels - bronze, silver and gold -
and is designed to provide wearers with a wider choice of low to medium-cost
quality mouthguards that recognise the realities of personal budgets and
perceived values.

Prices start from £1.99 for a Bronze level mouthguard (clear) to £19.99 for
a premium Gold level mouthguard (black or white with gold fins).
For further information call 01707 261261 or visit www.oproshield.com 

http://www.sportindustry.biz
http://www.oproshield.com
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squash

Unsquashable
DSP 1000
The Unsquashable
DSP 1000 is the most
popular value racquet
for club use in the
Unsquashable range. 

The 1000 features
the double string
power system, which
gives more power
and speed, like
racquets without a
yoke, excellent ball

control, like racquets with a yoke, plus outstanding
vibration control.

The DSP is a graphite racquet with mid balance and is
available in metallic blue, silver and grey, together with
an attractive three-quarter length head cover.
For further information regarding Unsquashable Squash
equipment contact Laura Hall at Ransome Sporting
Goods, Wood Street, Middlesbrough TS1 1JP. Telephone:
01642 224444. Fax: 01642 226000. Email: lh@rsgsport.com

Karakal’s best just got better
Karakal UK has added two new squash racquets to its already extensive
range.

The EVO 4 SL and PRO 3 SL, both with super light frames, have been
selected by world leading players Vanessa Atkinson and Cameron Pilley as
their racquets of choice after extensive test sessions. 

Vanessa, the world number one squash player for 2006, who is
sponsored by Karakal, commented: “The racquets have extraordinary
power combined with excellent precision.”

2007 also sees the launch of Karakal’s updated B series range of
squash racquets with inner muscle added, which stiffens the frame and
adds greater stability.

The continuing success of the SX 100 squash racquet and the SL 70
badminton racquet, still the lightest frames in the world, has led to
another badminton frame, the MTec 70 Iso, being added to the range for
players who prefer the Iso shape.

Karakal’s extensive use of nano technology, which it first pioneered in
its world number one selling PU grips, has proved to be a real success
throughout its entire racquet range, and this has been further refined to
give even more player satisfaction.
For further information call Karakal on 0117 982 9057 or visit
www.karakal.com
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HEAD Metallix series
HEAD continues its legacy of innovation with the 2007 launch of the Metallix
series for squash. The new racquets will be launched in April 2007 alongside the
new Championship DYD squash ball and two new squash shoes.

Metallix is one of the lightest and strongest new materials made today,
giving players a lighter, stronger and more powerful racquet.

HEAD will introduce four racquets as part of the Metallix series this spring.
The Metallix 160 is the choice of world number two player David Palmer and

the Metallix 140 is the choice of world number two Natalie Grinham. 
The Metallix 130 offers the most power in the line and is the racquet used

by squash sensation and world number five Ramy Ashour. The Metallix 150
rounds off the series with great maneuverability and control. The HEAD Metallix
Series will be the stiffest, most powerful, high-performance squash racquet line.
To book an appointment to view the 2007 range call 01539 724740 quoting ref:
sports insight.

www.sportindustry.biz

DUNLOP
‘World’s No.1 in squash...’
Dunlop continues to position itself firmly as the ‘World’s No.1 in
squash’ and the new 2007/8 racquet, string and grip ranges deliver
another step change for the brand as market leader.

The top four new ultra premium racquets incorporate Aerogel construction
technology, the world’s lightest solid with strength of 4,000 times its own weight, to deliver
enhanced racquet stiffness and power.

The top-of-the-range Aerogel Ultimate offers a truly market-leading frame endorsed by World No.1
Amr Shabana. In addition, the  Aerogel Pro GT racquet is a major step forward and will be the most used racquet
on the Professional World Tour. 
All of Dunlop's new 2007 squash range will be available in stores from July onwards. For more information call 
01924 888238 or email orders@dsil.co.uk

http://www.sportindustry.biz
mailto:orders@dsil.co.uk
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Research coordinated by The Centre
for Effective Dispute Resolution shows
how the costs associated with dealing
with a disgruntled employee in court
can rise dramatically. 

CEDR cites how a typical case,
which cost £277,00 by the end, would
have cost far less if mediation was used
early on. In the initial stages, costs could
be around £9,000, whereas of the final
figure £72,000 was spent on
management time in tackling the dispute. 

The research was compiled using
leading experts in this field, combined
with fieldwork among 570 respondents
in British businesses, and also found
that, second only to disputes with
customers, internal disputes involving
managers and employees are the most
common and have the biggest impact on
the performance of businesses. 

DTI Secretary of State Alistair
Darling commented on research that will
seek to reform how disputes are handled
in the workplace: "We must make the
employment disputes system work
better, both for business and employees,”
he said. “By reducing the number of
disputes, and resolving those that do
happen more quickly, we can raise the
UK's productivity and ensure better
employer relations. 

“We can also cut the cost of dealing
with disputes, which can be substantial.
At the same time, we are determined to
protect the rights of employees and
ensure that they have access to justice."

Workforce worries
As a business that requires staff in order
to operate efficiently, how disputes are
handled is of paramount importance. As
we have seen, a dispute can quickly
develop into an expensive and damaging
exercise.

Says Ron Woods, assistant director
of individual conciliation at ACAS:
“Employers of all sizes can minimise
the incidence of disputes and
employment tribunal claims by ensuring
they are fully aware of the basic
requirements of employment legislation
regarding employment rights, and
familiar with the proper procedures for
handling common problems and any
disputes when they arise. 

“Disputes of any kind should be
avoided or resolved at the earliest
practicable stage, because no matter
what they are about they can be costly
and harmful to the business. It’s not
really possible to identify any one issue
that is consistently more damaging than
others; but the subjects that most
frequently give rise to individual
disputes are probably discipline or
absence.”

Legislation
Clearer legislation is also one area that
has been improved. Dispute resolution
legislation, which came into effect in
2004, requires that all employers have a

HANDLING DISPUTES
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Dispute dilemma
Disputes in the workplace can be damaging to your
business, but can be easily avoided, reports Dave Howell



The Michael Gibbons (a member of
the DTI's Ministerial Challenge Panel
and of the Better Regulation
Commission) review will build on these
commitments by examining the scope to
clarify and simplify all aspects of
employment dispute resolution. This
work will make an important
contribution to the DTI's better

regulation agenda and will be a
significant element in the DTI
Simplification Plan to be published
shortly. 

Other disputes
Apart from problems with employees,
your business could become involved in
a wide range of other disputes. The
perennial problem of getting paid is one
area where disputes often occur and, if
not handled efficiently, can hit you
where it hurts most - in your pocket.

Research carried out by the Better
Payment Practice Group indicated that
many small businesses (those with less
than 50 employees) often give credit to
customers without checking their credit
worthiness. Even with the introduction
of the Late Payment of Commercial
Debts (Interest) Act 1998, only 28 per
cent of businesses surveyed by the
BPPG stated that they had successfully
charged interest on an outstanding debt.
This was up from 20 per cent the
previous year, but still shows a
reluctance to use the legislation. 

“The government keeps promising
less red tape, and this reflected in the
Companies Act 2006 coming into force
in 2007,” says Sally Johnson, partner,
litigation team, at law firm Lewis Silkin.
“Where legislation has intervened, for
instance, with legislation penalising late
payment of debts to small businesses,
this appears to have done little to
change the culture.” 

Control your cash flow
Good credit control is essential to all
businesses. Take a look at how your
system operates and ask yourself if there
are any areas of ambiguity that could
lead to a dispute. Ensuring your
financial systems are working properly
won’t just give you an efficient
business, it will also give you stability
and a paper trail could come in handy if
you do find yourself in dispute.

Being as clear and unambiguous as
you can in every aspect of your business
is key to avoiding disputes. Look at
your store - and online business if you
have one - and ask yourself where your
suppliers and customers could become

minimum grievance, dismissal and
disciplinary procedure in place. You can
download a guide for employers that
gives details of your responsibilities in
this area from the DTI website
(www.dti.gov.uk/files/file34565.pdf).

“Legislation can help, but actually
there needs to be a change of
culture/modus operandi in the

workplace,” says Russell Caller,
accredited mediator and managing
director of Dispute Mediation Limited. 

“I see the role of a
conciliation/mediation officer to
canvass members of staff and explain
what they are trying to achieve and in
particular persuade and train other
employees in the value of not having a
blame culture, but instead work out
how to resolve problems that arise
without blaming anyone.

“Ultimately we need to educate
people on the value of mediation as a
way of resolving disputes. Education is
the key and it will, in my opinion, take a
number of years of "changing attitudes"
before we can safely say there is a
change for the better.”

Limited resources
Says Michael Lind, managing director
of the ADR Group, a company that
specialises in dispute resolution: “SMEs
do not always have sufficient financial
or human resources to dedicate to
resolving disputes. Invariably, they do
not have a dedicated person or
department allocated to handle conflict,
and the management of any dispute is
often left to the last minute by someone
without suitable skills or training,
regardless of their enthusiasm or desire
to resolve the problem. 

“Further, the person tasked with
resolving the business dispute may be too
closely connected with the facts, history
and emotion of the dispute to be able to
apply clear, strong and impartial decision
making. I see many business disputes
that could have been resolved earlier had
a third party been engaged to assist. The
short-term view by many SMEs is that
they save costs by trying to resolve a
dispute themselves. Unfortunately, this
seldom proves to be the case.”

In March 2006 the Government
published ‘Success at Work’, a policy
statement on employment law for this
Parliament. This included commitments
to establish a practitioners' panel to
advise on employment law
simplification and to review the scope to
reduce the number of cases going to
employment tribunals. 

“Generally, having basic formalities and following
them is very useful, but the key is thinking ahead”

confused. Confusion can lead to
dispute, especially when money has
changed hands. 

Overhaul any areas that you
identify now to protect yourself.
Disputes can be financially damaging,
but they also divert your attention away
from the day-to-day running of your
business, which is where your focus
should be.

Says Sally Johnson: “Reasonably
priced insurance is available to cover a
wider variety of disputes and is often
used. Employee and customer care
policies, so long as they are clear,
straightforward to use and are actually
used, are very effective. Contracts that
have been read, understood and signed
also help.

“Generally, having basic
formalities and following them is very
useful, but the key is thinking ahead,
spotting problems early and dealing
with them early, which may include
taking legal advice. Policy and contract
mechanisms help with that, but really it
is down to the people engaged in the
business to take responsibility and sort
things out.”

Michael Lind adds: “Any dispute
poorly managed has the potential to
damage an SME. This cost is often
hidden, namely diverted management
time, and may well exceed the initial
disputed amount. 

“The most common culprits are
general commercial contracts
connected with the core business
function which may include supply and
delivery, services, breach of contract,
failure to pay, etc. SMEs do, however,
also fall foul of the huge raft of
employment legislation and these
disputes can have a detrimental impact
on a business.” 

Disputes come in a wide-range of
forms, all of which could affect your
business. ACAS (Advisory,
Conciliation and Arbitration Service)
publishes an array of material that can
help you navigate the muddy waters of
dispute resolution. It also has free e-
learning packages on employment
issues. Employers can also attend one
of its ‘Getting it Right’ sessions, which
are geared to the needs of
owner/managers or smaller employers
without specialist HR expertise. 

At some point in the future your
business may well become involved in
a dispute. Make sure you’re ready to
handle it effectively and bring it to a
swift conclusion so you can get back to
running your business.

FURTHER INFORMATION
ACAS Helpline: 08457 474747
Employment Tribunals National Enquiry Line: 0845 795 9775
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E-TAILING

Last Christmas was a bumper year
for online retailers. UK consumers
spent £7.66 billion shopping online in
the run-up to the festive season. The
figures, for the 10 weeks to December
24, marked a 54 per cent rise from
last year's total of £4.98 billion. 

There may have been a shopping
frenzy, but reports have also highlighted
the fact that many websites still don’t
have good customer-focused design
supported with robust technical features
such as checkout and trolley systems.
Fundamental mistakes are still being
made in how new sites are built, which
is directly affecting their profitability.

Independent research from Blast
Radius, a customer experience
management firm, has indicated that

many online retailers could do much
better with the design and function of
their websites. "For consumers, the
bad news is that the online shopping
experience, even with those judged to
be the best, fails to satisfy in many
ways,” says Lee Feldman, Blast
Radius' Chief Creative Officer.

“The good news for even the top
online retailers is that there are still
many opportunities to differentiate
their customers’ experience of doing
business with them. The areas of
opportunity are quite clear. For
instance, if retailers focus on
developing an innovative approach to
returns, a superior experience will
become a major reason for the
customer to come back and shop

again. Securing customers in this way is
an effective barrier against price-cutting
rivals and the ease with which customers
can switch suppliers, should they be
motivated to do so."

First impressions
Blast Radius believes it is therefore
essential that retailers look at every
aspect of their service, from first
impression, through product comparison,
purchase, fulfillment and after-sales
service, if they are to gain new business
and win customer loyalty and those all-
important recommendations. 

"What is worrying too is that the top
three brands in the survey are US-owned,
with the UK's flagship retailer, Tesco,
coming in only sixth and with B&Q and
HMV's performance being particularly
lamentable. Clearly UK plc has to try
harder," says Feldman.

Distilled to their basic components,
ecommerce sites must enable a customer
to locate a product and then pay for it.
Placing these basic principles within a
well-designed site is the key to
successfully marrying design and
function online. This is succinctly
outlined by Jeremy Spiller, managing
director of web design agency, White Hat
Media. 

“When buying online, customers
want to quickly and easily browse what’s
on offer as well as being able to explore
specific items in more detail,” he says.
“A customer may know exactly what
they’re looking for, in which case they’ll
want to find it within a click or two.
Alternatively, they might want to
compare prices or read recommendations
from others who have bought the same
product through user-generated content.
Another might want to check warranties
and the returns policy. 

“Customers always want to see the
price as early in the process as possible
and this should be clear and
unambiguous, including carriage. At this
stage in the development of ecommerce
these really should be basic facilities, but
there are still many sites that fall short.”

Chris Barling, chief executive officer
and co-founder of Actinic Software,
adds: “We now understand that
convenience is one of the main reasons
why people shop online. So in design
terms, we have to support this key driver.
It means things like fast-loading pages;
clear layout; straightforward navigation
and searching; an emphasis on providing
sufficient space for full product
information to enable the decision to buy
to be made; and quick and easy
checkout. These are a given for any
successful store. That doesn't mean we
have a completely cut-and-dried formula.
There's sure to be a lot more innovation
in the future.”

Could do better…
Ensuring that your website 
is well designed and functions
flawlessly is now a business
imperative, says Dave Howell
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Consumer perspective
One website that has become very
successful is Firebox, one of the UK’s
leading multi-channel retailers. Says
Justin Greenwood, Senior Designer at
Firebox.com: “There is not one single
element that can turn an ecommerce site
into a successful retailer, rather a
combination of factors that work
together to make a site truly special.
Since opening its doors eight years ago,
Firebox has fine-tuned its site to make it
as efficient, open and friendly as

possible to make shopping with us a
simple but enjoyable process.

“The site itself has been built from a
consumer’s perspective - ie, you don’t
have to register to buy - and we believe
that by putting the fun back into retail
you’ll have customers returning again
and again. 

“Success with online retail rests on
acquisition, conversion and retention
and with potential drop-off at each stage
of the buying process the key really is
simplicity - making it as easy for your
customer to buy as possible. To achieve
this we concentrate on five key areas,
including simple navigation, low
barriers to buy, lifestyle photography, in-
depth product reviews and community
reviews.”

Design online has certainly evolved
over the last five years. Via little more
than trial and error, a general set of rules
have emerged that can be used as
guidelines for your site. 

Think about your favourite
ecommerce sites. What do you like
about them? Now think about the sites
you found frustrating to use. Why was
this? Ecommerce stores like Apple’s
(http://store.apple.com), Tesco
(www.tesco.com), Ocado
(www.ocado.com) and John Lewis
(www.johnlewis.com) all have one
thing in common - they understand their
customers and have built websites to
support them. They all present their
goods effectively and ensure that there
are no barriers to using their checkouts.

In contrast, take a look at the online
stores of Clinton Cards
(www.clintoncards.co.uk) - prices of
their cards doesn’t appear on the site’s
home page - Game (www.game.co.uk) -
which has a home page so cluttered it’s
difficult to spot any promotions or
simply browse the site - while HMV
(www.hmv.co.uk) doesn’t provide any
kind of site navigation once you’ve
clicked on an item. 

Flash has certainly been overused in
recent years. On an ecommerce site this

can be disastrous. Take a look at La
Perla (www.laperla.com) as a shining
example of how not to use Flash on a
commercial website. But contrast this
with Shop Composition
(www.shopcomposition.com), which
uses Flash to enhance its brand and
how it presents its products.

“The DNA of a good ecommerce
site embodies the right balance of form
and function,” says Richard Stevenson
of web host 1&1 Internet Ltd. “The
public is becoming increasingly savvy

about the websites they do and do not
enjoy using and if your shopping cart
process is either too abrupt or too
convoluted, the buying experience will
suffer and they will vote with their feet. 

“Design should be concerned with
the whole shopping experience and not
just how your products are presented.
The right combination of product info,
customer support and an effective
checkout process will secure online
sales. The main risk nowadays is that
you can overwhelm the consumer with
a crowded design.”

Your website, of course, doesn’t
exist in isolation. Your high street
presence should also be taken into
account, as your customers will not see
two different businesses, but one brand
that they want to shop with. Simon
Crab, Creative Director at design
agency Lateral, says: “Brand
experience, security and service levels
are the highest priority for most users.
It is imperative that anyone entering the
ecommerce market gets these right. 

“The success of high-end and
luxury ecommerce sites such as Net-a-

“The DNA of a good ecommerce site embodies
the right balance of form and function”
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Porter shows that price isn't always the
key driver for online sales and there
has been a big shift in perception on
this in the last year. In part this is also
due to the increasing number of high
street retailers who are selling online
and do not offer any price
differentiation. Retailers should be
trying to replicate the brand experience
from their stores online to benefit from
the recognition factor.”

Customer satisfaction
Blast Radius’ Lee Feldman offers a
clear conclusion: "We are entering an
age where customers have huge choice
and the ability to rapidly compare not
only the cost of goods through price
comparison sites but, increasingly, their
experiences through online
communities and social media sites.
This means that ‘the wisdom of
crowds’ will prevail and your
advantages, as well as your
shortcomings, are quickly exposed. 

“Anywhere in the
buying/delivery/return process that you
serve your customer better than your
competition can set you apart and
provide you with the ultimate marketing
tool - satisfied customers. Our survey
has shown that even the biggest names
online face challenges in ensuring that
they deliver a consistent brand image,
build trust and provide consumers with
every opportunity to recommend their
service and purchase again. Online retail
has grown up, but still has even more to
offer customers if the very best
marketing practices are followed."

Offering your online customers a
professional and efficient experience
each time they visit your site is of
paramount importance. The online retail
space is now a major sales channel,
don’t let your business down with poor
design and website functionality. si
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ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING MARTIAL ARTS 

TABLE TENNIS

SPORTS WEAR

YOGA AND PILATES LOOKING FOR UK DISTRIBUTORS? 

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham, 

Essex, RM13 9XU 
Tel: 01708-522288 
Fax: 01708-523322

Email: info@hayashiuk.com

For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment

EQUIPMENT

CRICKET SWEATERS

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

TEAMWEAR

WHOLESALER

F S T
Tel: 01473 744949/744830
Email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com
Website: www.fst.co.uk

Suppliers of Tennis Equipment
and Sports Floodlighting

Archery suppliers since 1963

Bows, arrows, crossbows, 

targets, accessories.

Tel:   01296 632573

Email: admin@petron.info

Web: www.petron.info

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours. 

Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.
Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229  Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

NEW

ARCHERY

We have 22 years experience of selling,
marketing, storing & distributing sports
products and are looking to expand our
business by taking on another agency. 

We have a large warehouse, offices, resources and the
infrastructure needed to make a success of your brand in
the UK. 

Please contact us on the details below. 
Paul Smith, Goode Sport, Newton House,
23 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3AU 
E-mail: paul@ashaway.co.uk  Tel: 01707 321397 

Are you looking for a distributor
or looking to change your

distributor in the UK?

To advertise your business in Sports Insight

contact Tim Wilby on: 01206 500240 

or email: tim@sports-insight.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.ukInsight
Sports

Insight
Sports

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football souvenirs available from stock.
• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    • Latest Products and Designs

To place an order or request a catalogue: Call 08702 646 255  Fax 08702 646 257
Email sales@bbsports.co.uk

Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 
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SPORTS BOTTLES

FOOTBALL COLLECTABLES

TEAMWEAR

WEB TRADE DIRECTORY

MERCHANDISING

AGENTS REQUIRED

Require an Agent for your premium Brand?

Email: dave@djbsales.com Website: www.djbsales.com Tel: 07875 494 578 Fax: 01494 522 221 

Do you require a 'premium brand' specialist Agent for your National
Accounts or London / Home Counties / East Anglia area? I
have over 15 years sports sales (and marketing) experience at National,
Buying Group & Independent level in apparel, equipment & footwear. Contact
Dave Bates on the below email address or telephone number.

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

Contact Richard Stebbing today to see how we can help 
get your products into Primary Schools nationwide

01206 505957
richard@primary-choice.com

NEW, from the publishers
of Sports Insight comes

Primary Choice Magazine

Primarychoicewww.primary-choice.com

KS1&2 RESOURCES REVIEWED BY TEACHERS FOR TEACHERS

• Read by 20,000 named Primary School
Head Teachers every issue.

• Published 6 times a year - one issue for
every half term.

• The only magazine dedicated to product
reviews written for teachers, by teachers.

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net

30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.thewholesaler.co.uk
mailto:dave@djbsales.com
http://www.djbsales.com
mailto:info@globalfootballcompany.com
http://www.primary-choice.com
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pub's central heating had
broken down, most of 
the team were 
wearing cardigans.   

You can't help
admire the
ingenuity of some
of the more
imaginative
sponsorship
schemes. Two
youngsters once
came into the
shop wondering if
I would like to
sponsor them to stop their
mates breaking my windows and my
faithful assistant Norman was invited
to sponsor his car tyres not being
slashed with a Stanley knife one night
after the pubs had closed.

Norman, who knows about words
- he won a dictionary at school for
being tidy - has pointed out that,
strictly speaking, sponsorship actually
means being responsible for someone,
not giving people money to do stupid
things and certainly not for extortion.

To bring him down a peg or two,
I did remind him that in his heady
days as third-choice goalkeeper for

Accrington Stanley reserves he had
once kept goal wearing a Bugs Bunny
outfit during a sponsored celebrity
goal-kicking competition and had
twice been beaten by Sir Stanley
Matthews, then over 60 and wearing
sandals.

Norman replied that the rabbit ears
had obscured his vision and, anyway,
he wanted to do the decent thing and
give Sir Stan a chance.

Idiot
I can't recall just when or why I
decided to sponsor the idiot who
wanted to walk backwards round the
Premiership, but when the back of his
head once again appeared in the shop
the following day I said I would, so
long as it didn't cost more than a

hundred quid and that if he got
knocked down by a bus he would be
sure to mention our bargain offers with
his dying breath.

I thought I'd got a pretty good deal,
even when the start, from outside a chip
shop down the road from Villa Park,
was witnessed only by three passers-by,
a road sweeper and the photographer
from a local freesheet. But when he fell
into a drain and twisted his ankle 20
yards down the road I did begin to have
second thoughts.

There was even less media
attention when the second attempt
started last Saturday, but with the

Aston Villa ground only round the
corner surely nothing could go wrong
this time? 

Who could predict that our hero
would stride straight past that hallowed
shrine of Saint Martin O'Neil and make
straight for The Hawthorns, home of
West Bromwich Albion? And as they're
in the Championship, the organiser (the
walker's dad) called off the attempt.
Surprise, surprise, I'm still waiting for
my hundred quid back.

Not surprisingly, Norman has been a
bit hesitant about asking me to sponsor
his plan to spend a fortnight in a bath of
baked beans in aid of African orphans,
but who could be hard-hearted when it
comes to supporting a cause like that?

That is so long as he does it during
his summer holiday - and guarantees to
sell at least 20 Eric Cantona shirts.

A man walking backwards came into the
shop the other day. After he had knocked
over my bargain display stand containing
some Eric Cantona shirts and slightly
damaged a full-sized cardboard cut-out of
Gary Lineker, I suggested we would
probably communicate better if he was the
right way round.

"I'm walking backwards to show you
that I can," the man said, and there seemed
no answer to that. He went on to say that he
was planning to walk backwards to every
Premiership football ground between
Portsmouth and Newcastle, starting at Aston
Villa, and that if I sponsored him I would get
some invaluable publicity.

I said I'd think about it, mainly because I
wanted to get him out of the shop without
further damage. True, he did fall down the
shop steps when reversing into the street, but
fortunately by that time he was well clear of
the premises.

Survival
Of course, everyone's into sponsorship
nowadays as a means of getting new
customers and some pundit was even saying
the other day that unless you actively
promote a small retail business with
sponsorship, chances of survival can drop by
at least 30 per cent.

My friend Wilberforce, who runs a
general store specialising in fire-damaged
stock, even offered to sponsor the local fire
brigade, providing they tipped him the
wink next time there was a factory full of
trainers with minimum water damage up
for grabs, but they declined on the grounds
that the station officer did all the deals and
he was at present helping the police with
their inquiries. 

I did once sponsor the ladies' darts
team at my local when they'd got into some
quarter-final or other, and had some very
nice t-shirts made with the shop name on
the front. And much good did it do me.

We must have got the sizes wrong
because the shirts were so tight on the more
shapely contestants that anyone actually
daring to read the slogan would probably
have got themselves arrested. And as the
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